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D

ear readers ,

Welcome to the summer 2011 edition of the
Nonprofit Quarterly.
This issue covers topics having to do with the nonprofit sector’s work-

force, and our workforce is different from the other sectors in a number of ways—the
most notable being that it includes unpaid labor in the form of “volunteers”: people
who care enough about an issue, a group of people, or the community’s well-being
to work for free.
I’d like to use this as a lead-in because I believe that if we thought a little more
about approaching paid and unpaid labor with the same mindset, we might actually
see better results on both fronts.
For instance, if we put some thought into developing a community of practice
where people felt valued enough to bring their full creativity and intelligence to the
fore, both groups would undoubtedly benefit. If people were brought into decision
making such that their expertise and perspectives were heard, they might bring
more innovative energy and take more risks. If we supported people in developing
their skill sets and broadening their networks, it would build the organization and
its people all at once. These practices are at the core of developing intelligent and
adaptive organizations—organizations that seem larger than their budget size or
number of paid staff might suggest.
As I read through the recent literature about “talent” in the for-profit world, I saw
many references to an unusual dynamic called the “talent paradox,” wherein, despite
the apparent employers’ market, many corporations were experiencing problems
finding the right kind of talent to replace people who were moving on. I talk more
about this in the article “Does Your Nonprofit Need an Attitude Adjustment?,” but,
long story short, nonprofits (along with other organizations) will need to pay ever
closer attention to the kind of work environment and foundational supports they
offer workers—both paid and unpaid.
What is your organization’s commitment to excellence? That commitment should
be reflected clearly in your workplace practices. And if you have neglected that
enormous strategic advantage uniquely available to nonprofits—volunteers—you are
voluntarily antiquating yourselves. Volunteers can mean everything to an organization trying to negotiate this turbulent environment; think of them as your expansive
circles of influence.
We hope that you enjoy the articles in this issue—and, as always, we ask for
your thoughts.

ethics

The Nonprofit Ethicist
by Woods Bowman

It is rarely a good idea to mix
business with board members: when
a board member is both vendor and
decision maker, the drivers behind
the terms of agreement can easily get
muddy. But if a contract with a board

D

member is determined to be in the
ear nonprofit ethicist,

cannot absolve itself by saying, “Wha’? I

One of our state’s greatest

didn’t know!” It is the board members’

authorities on nonprofits told

responsibility to keep track of such

me that the board of directors

goings-on.

organization’s best interest, just be sure
that the board strictly follows the
proper procedures laid out here.

is collectively responsible for any mis-

Take a look at Simone Joyaux’s article

fortunes that may occur at our facility.

in this issue;she recommends getting rid

Our executive director and the board’s

of the executive committee altogether. In

Dear Disturbed,

own executive committee keep the full

fact, why not send the article along to the

If this column sponsored a contest for

board at arm’s length, and many deci-

board, while you’re at it.

Worst Conflicts of Interest, your board
would be a strong contender for the

sions are made “behind closed doors.” So
I passed along this expert’s assessment

Dear Nonprofit Ethicist,

2011 prize; the opportunities for a media

to the full board, but they dismissed it.

Some of our board members receive

train wreck are all there. According to

This is very frustrating. How should I

compensation from our organization.

the Ethics Resource Center, conflicts of

proceed?

Our interim CFO is the board treasurer,

interest head the list of behaviors that

and also president of the development

pose severe risk to nonprofits.

Frustrated

company that we have under contract

Your CFO-cum-treasurer-cum-vendor

Dear Frustrated,

for an expansion of our campus. He is

may be at risk of being sanctioned by the

Your board is a disengaged rubber stamp.

compensated both ways. Another board

Internal Revenue Service, under section

And, like a driver who disdains wearing a

member is our real-estate agent, and

4958 of the Internal Revenue Code, for

seat belt, all is well until it isn’t.

he is handling the sale of an apartment

receiving “excess benefits,” and, unless

You need a teachable moment to get

building we own. He’ll be getting a big

the board followed the “safe harbor” pro-

your point across. How’s this: The board

commission. In the meantime, another

visions of the law, he will have the burden

of a small California organization did not

board member is the property manager

of proving that his total compensation (in

realize it was paying the fundraiser by a

of the [above mentioned] apartment

all forms) was not excessive.

formula that included a healthy commis-

building, for which he [too] receives

I have said it before, but I repeat it

sion. His compensation for the year was

compensation. The board signs a

here: it is best not to do any business

an astounding $646,000—a nice boost

conflict-of-interest policy, but I’m not

with a board member. Furthermore, the

to the household income of the execu-

sure everyone is above reproach. What

board should understand that being both

tive director, who was married to him.

do you think?

vendor and decision maker puts the orga-

When such stuff hits the press, the board

4 T H E N O N P R O F I T Q U A R T E R LY 

Disturbed

nization at risk on any number of levels.
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the Instructions for Form 1023: Appli-

Dear Nonprofit Ethicist,

law,” there is too much room for ethical

cation for Recognition of Exemption

The president of the board and the

slippage, and good board members with

Under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal

executive director are having an affair.

the right instincts should not have to

Revenue Code.

How will this affect the organization

have this pointed out to them.

According to this document, a conflict

and those associated with it? How

There are really no good reasons to

of interest exists only after the board or

violate this commonsensical guideline.

one of its committees—after exercis-

If you feel that a board member may get

ing due diligence and discussion in the

your organization the best possible busi-

absence of the interested person—deter-

Dear Appalled,

ness deal, ask him or her to resign before

mines that a financial interest rises to the

Intraoffice affairs are quite common and

the decision to hire is made. And, even

level of a conflict by a majority vote of

always messy, and the largest messes

then, bid the job properly. Remember,

its “disinterested members”—that is,

occur between supervisor and super-

it is not just reality you are dealing with

members without a stake in the outcome.

visee . . . and at the top of the corporate

here. In such situations, perception is as

If a conflict exists, the board may never-

ladder. This case is about as bad as it

important as fact, and negative percep-

theless approve the transaction if upon

gets. The most basic job of a board is

tions about an organization’s business

further investigation it determines that

to hire, monitor, and, if necessary, fire a

affairs can cause irreparable harm.

messy is this? How common is it?
Appalled

no better terms are available from a disin-

chief executive. An affair between the

The media and lawmakers are becom-

terested party, and that the arrangement

president and executive director com-

ing ever more sensitive to such matters.

is fair and reasonable and is in the orga-

promises these functions.

There is a Massachusetts state bill on

nization’s best interest.

Conversely, if the lovebirds should

the fast track that will make it illegal to

The minutes of the governing board

have a falling out, even a top-notch

compensate nonprofit board members

and relevant committees should contain

executive director may suddenly

for their service, on the basis that com-

the particulars of the matter, and should

become unemployed. Other board

pensation, per se, creates a conflict of

include “the names of the persons who

members—the ones with integrity—will

interest, since trustees should not be

were present for discussions and votes

flee, leaving the organization to those

mixing their own interests with the over-

relating to the transaction or arrange-

who are too cowardly to confront the

riding interest of the public. The spark

ment, the content of the discussion,

situation or who don’t mind an under-

for that piece of legislation was the dis-

including any alternatives to the pro-

current of secrecy and half-truths. At

covery that the board members of a local

posed transaction or arrangement, and

the very least, the independence of the

nonprofit health insurer that was being

a record of any votes taken in connection

oversight function will have become

scrutinized for having given a departing

with the proceedings.”

compromised.

executive a more-than-generous sever-

By the way, your conflict-of-interest

People never seem to think of these

ance package had been similarly hand-

statement should include an attestation

things when they start an affair, but that

somely compensated.

signed by the board members verifying

shouldn’t be surprising: it is well known

Meanwhile, premiums had been rising

that they have received a written copy

that hormones are toxic to brain cells.

quickly, and the question, “Who is watch-

of the statement and that they have read,

This is a disaster waiting to happen, and

ing out for the interests of the insurer’s

understood, and agreed to abide by it.

one or the other (or both) should step

customers and the public?” was raised.

The attestation should also note that the

down—voluntarily or otherwise.

In this case, as it turns out, it was the

signers recognize that the tax-exempt

Massachusetts attorney general.

entity is charitable, and that federal tax

W oods B owman is a professor of public

That said, there is currently no law on

exemption requires that it engage primar-

service management at DePaul University

the subject, but the IRS has strong opin-

ily in activities that accomplish its tax-

in Chicago, Illinois.

ions. The new 990 form asks whether an

exempt purposes.

organization has a conflict-of-interest

If your board followed all of the above

To comment on this article, write to us at

policy. Assuming that your board is not

procedures, the IRS would probably not

feedback@npqmag.org. Order reprints from

ready to fire its “helpful” members, it may

find fault; but it still smells fishy to this

http://store.nonprofitquarterly.org, using

benefit from reading and following the

bystander, and would make great scan-

code 180201.

procedures outlined in Appendix A to

dalous copy for your local rag.
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Even if people observe the “letter of the

talent market

Does Your Nonprofit
Need an Attitude
Adjustment?
by Ruth McCambridge

A

Appearances
notwithstanding,
we are not currently
in a buyer’s market
for extraordinary
workplace talent—
a sobering picture for
nonprofits looking
to hire. While it may
seem counterintuitive
to look to big business
for answers, recent
studies of for-profit
trends have surfaced
some interesting
implications for
nonprofits. And
those organizations
that respond to the
call to arms could
find themselves
at the forefront
of a significantly
transformed
workplace.

s

NPQ

started researching current

questions regarding talent in the
sector, we realized that some of what
we were being faced with in trying to

frame the issue were the differences between a
kind of bumper-sticker reality and reality itself.

The Talent Paradox
Questions of talent in the sector have, over the
past decade, been collapsed into claims and statements that did not quite fit with what people were
experiencing but which were, in effect, conversation starters. As a result, many consultants have
made a good bit of money on the portending of a
nonprofit baby-boomer rapture, and on the divisions and differences between the generations in
the workplace.
Meanwhile, the recession hit. And with it came
predictions about crossover workers—a diaspora
of sorts from the business sector into the nonprofit
sector. There was a good deal of noise around this,
as some hailed it as having the potential to infuse
some good old-fashioned hard-headed business
skills into our comfy, cozy, slightly incompetent
nonprofit environment.
At the same time, the exposés of nonprofit
executive salaries continued to grind on in an
environment that was increasingly sensitive about
where public money was being spent.
R uth M c C ambridge is the Nonprofit Quarterly’s editor
in chief.
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Does your workplace
help younger talent

We could go on, but you get the picture.

are at least three buckets of work that this sets

The trends in how our talent picture in the

up: retention, development, and recruitment. But

sector may be changing have been oversimpli-

it hardly ends there. Over and over again, the lit-

fied to the point of uselessness. But real changes

erature we’ve read emphasizes the importance of

are indeed occurring and in need of our attention.

the employment brand, or what might be charac-

First we will take a look at a couple of trends in

terized as the culture and image of the workplace.

thinking about talent in big business, because

Deloitte seems to have coined the term “talent

even though for-profit trends may seem far afield

paradox” to denote the concept of talent scarcity

for some of our nonprofit readers, the dynamics

amid plenty, and we will use that and other con-

resonate. Then we will examine the implications

cepts from business literature here, but with a

encourage mentoring

of that research for nonprofits.

slightly different orientation.

and coaching in an active

The Orientation of Big Business

Your Employer Brand

to develop [their]
capacities? Does it

manner? Is it a place
employees can and do
point to with pride?

Even amidst high unemployment (reported
at 9.6% in the U.S. in October 2010), the
competition for talent continues to heat
up—fueled by the demands of an economy
that grew even more global and more competitive during the recession.1

executive salaries with the claim that you have
to pay big money to get big talent, it provides a
very incomplete picture. We all know highly talented people making less than what they might
elsewhere. There are other reasons for choosing
a workplace, like personal/institutional alignment.

According to recent studies published by the con-

What in your workplace might attract top-flight

sulting firm Deloitte, it is absolute folly to assume

talent? A healthy compensation package, while

that if there are more job seekers around, it will be

important to many, is not the only reason why

easier to hire. In fact, because many organizations

world-class talent works at one place rather than

have gone through some degree of downsizing,

another. Also figuring into the equation are things

they have had to look at how to get the job at

like organizational reputation, learning/devel-

hand done better—in a more complex, global, and

opment potential, reasonable communication

difficult environment, and often with less staff.

systems that invite input, and the opportunity to

While executives and talent managers participating in this survey are still working
to right-size their workforces, many are
looking beyond headcount reductions and
exploring new ways to achieve their business growth goals.2

8 T H E N O N P R O F I T Q U A R T E R LY 

When nonprofits defend extraordinarily high

work closely with others, inside and outside of the
organization, who are considered admirable and
who act as good colleagues. Sophisticated skill sets
are the coin of the realm for many organizations
as the environment becomes more complex. Does
your workplace help younger talent to develop
these capacities? Does it encourage mentoring and

This means that organizations are looking for

coaching in an active manner? Is it a place employ-

talent that truly aligns with the work at hand and

ees can and do point to with pride?

understands the environment in which that work

If not, you will very likely either need to pay

is occurring—what Deloitte calls “high potential

for the deficits with cash or settle for less than

employees and emerging leaders,” and so they

stellar talent.

have to look at how attractive they are to experi-

Not inconsequentially, the factors that go into

enced hires, how to retain key and promising staff,

creating a workplace brand also figure into the

and how to attract the right new, less-experienced

ability to attract unpaid talent or volunteers, and

staff all at once. This requires a focus on human

the same questions apply. Leaving aside the many-

resources that is more intense than what many

layered value of volunteers in an immediate sense

companies are accustomed to.

(see Peter O’Donnell’s article “It’s a New (Old)

In the studies we have read regarding the ori-

Day for Volunteerism,” in this issue), a power-

entation of big business to these questions, there

ful volunteer program can also serve to surface

W W W. N P Q M A G . O R G • S U M M E R 2011

Six Habits of a Talent Magnet
In “Six Habits of a Talent Magnet,” a post to Anthony Tjan’s blog on the Harvard Business Review website,
Tjan and Tsun-yan Hsieh lay out six key practices organizations must develop in order to attract talent:3
1. Get to know the most talented individuals early on,

in search of technical skills. Yet in situations where you expect

when you don’t need them. Can you name the best one or

people to step up to uncertainty—to do unprecedented things

two people for each of the critical positions in your industry? If

and deliver breakthrough results—you need to focus on

you can’t, start by attending industry meetings and asking the

candidates’ motivation, values, and purpose. Leadership defines

right questions. If at all possible, begin socializing with the best

itself when you are looking for people to change the game—

individuals across particular disciplines. Who are they really as

and not just to improve a company’s performance (otherwise

people versus what [do] they do for a living? What interests them,

managers with sound skills would suffice).

excites them, drives them? The very best time to get to know
people is when you don’t need to hire them. If you don’t establish
a relationship first, chances are you will end up paying top dollar
to get them—and even if they sign up, you may have trouble
retaining them.
2. Create and manage the right expectations. Most

4. Cultivate them over time. The best talent is almost always
occupied (otherwise they wouldn’t be the best). Luck is essential
to business-building success, yet leaders cannot expect ideal
candidates to be ready, waiting, and available every time they
need great talent. Our recommendation: cultivate the best talent
you can, and keep these individuals apprised of your work,

entrepreneurs and business builders oversell the excitement of their

purpose, and ongoing mission. Let them know who you are as

entrepreneurial opportunity and/or the institution, and undersell

a person. Best talents have lots of options. Don’t be surprised

themselves. The most talented people are attracted to leaders

when they say no to you. Never give up. Keep coming back over a

whom they can trust and role models they want to emulate. Thus,

number of years, and when these talents are finally ready to move

ask yourself the question: “Why would any real talent want to work

and know how you are different, they will come to you.

for me?” Paying top dollar is never a good enough reason for the
best talent to join and stay with you. Promising room to stretch and
rapid advancement have also become par for the course. To break
out of the pack, you’ve got to look within yourself for the real leader
whom they want to follow. It could be your courage to stand by
your values, your reputation as a gifted teacher, or your soft power
to bring opposites together. Then, set clear expectations from Day 1
of what you are willing to do to help them learn from you that they

5. On-board them thoughtfully. We’re frequently amazed by
how carelessly and unsuccessfully many leaders transition new
talent into a new milieu. In a complex organization, or unfamiliar
context, “sink or swim” is a perilous strategy. New talent wants to
succeed. Invest from the start in making sure this happens, and
you will soon find yourself surrounded by loyal followers.
6. Mentor them for their success. Being a mentor involves

can’t learn from anyone else, and what you expect them to do to

more than giving constructive feedback and avuncular advice.

succeed in this apprenticeship.

Mentoring is a journey based on mutual commitment to discovery

3. Look at their hearts—and not just their smarts. The
average resume is long on accomplishments and qualifications
and short on purpose and passion. Which is fine if you’re merely

S U M M E R 2011 • W W W. N P Q M AG . O R G 

and learning. Your primary reward is another person’s success. Real
talent can intuit when you’re only interested in what they can do
for you—and as soon as they find greener pastures, they’ll leave.
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mission-aligned talent with the right skill sets for

be invaluable as they move along in their careers

your organization.

to partner and funding organizations.

The Leadership Rapture and Life Here on Earth
The massive exodus of baby boomers from lead-

The Sometimes Shaky Platform on Which
We Build

ership positions in nonprofit-land has not played

Early this summer, NPQ wrote a Nonprofit News-

out exactly as predicted, but we know that the

wire piece on long-awaited landmark legislation

transition will happen eventually. And even if sea-

in Connecticut that would require organizations

soned leaders do not retire altogether, they may

with more than fifty employees to provide paid

move around quite a bit in coming years. In the

sick days for service workers. The legislation

opportunity to weigh

business literature we see references to a post-

exempted manufacturing plants and (this is so

in on workplace policy.

recession “resume tsunami,” where key staff begin

pathetic) nationally chartered nonprofits. Why

to look for opportunities elsewhere as business

the exemption for this latter group? The Sound-

opportunities open up again. While this dynamic

view Family YMCA had lobbied their legislator,

may be slightly different in the nonprofit sector,

saying that they would be obliged to cut programs

we would expect that the “buying” of seasoned

if forced to adhere to the long-overdue measure.

talent will increase over the next few years. Tjan

This is so shameful on so many levels, but not least

and Hsien’s first key practice (see previous page)

because it is so baldly hypocritical, as Rosetta

acknowledges that the raiding of other shops is a

Thurman pointed out in her blog post “Why Do

habit of other talent magnets.

Nonprofits Treat Their Employees like Crap?”4

This is not the first
embarrassing display by
nonprofits in a situation
where they had the
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There is no reason to believe that the dynamic

Thurman cites the fact that this Y is a part of

around seasoned talent will be all that different in

the national Y’s “Activate America” initiative,

nonprofit-land. Leaders who have an established

which is billed as the “YMCA’s bold approach to

track record for getting things done will be priced

directly address our nation’s growing health crisis.

at a premium, and they will know it. And while

Our mission compels us to transform the way we

some of them may have an overriding allegiance

work, both internally and externally, to support

to the institution they are with, many will be

all kids, adults, families, and communities in their

facing life concerns that will motivate them to

pursuit of well-being in spirit, mind and body.”

go where a salary might be higher. Furthermore,

This is not the first embarrassing display by

even the best leaders are mortal beings subject

nonprofits in a situation where they had the oppor-

to limitations of perception, talent, and time. Not

tunity to weigh in on workplace policy. When

planning ahead and filling the ranks with progres-

localities were adopting living-wage ordinances

sively more home-tested leadership capacity is

early last decade, there were a number of success-

not only shortsighted, it flies in the face of today’s

ful efforts waged to exempt the nonprofit sector

current operating environment.

from compliance. When organizations mistreat or

But to create a nurturing and challenging envi-

misuse those in entry-level positions, they brand

ronment for emerging leadership, you must focus

their workplaces as undervaluing emerging talent.

on and invest in talent development. And you must

Place on top of that the continuing perception of

share leadership space. Even if there is no room for

an undervaluing of diversity in the sector, as is

promotions within your organization, if younger

recorded in the recent Level Playing Field Insti-

talent believes that you are willing to support their

tute report The Voice of Nonprofit Talent: Percep-

learning and their development of a persona of

tions of Diversity in the Workplace, and you will

consequence in their chosen field, you will have

also see organizations losing both emerging and

created a win-win situation, because, as we have

senior leaders of color.5 In other words, organiza-

posited on a number of other occasions, nonprofits

tions that are perceived as talking but not walking

benefit from strong supportive networks. Former

a good game where diversity is concerned may get

staff members who credit your nonprofit with

even older, whiter, and less talented unless they

being the venue for a developmental milestone can

make a concerted effort otherwise.
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Bottom line: if your workplace is not a fair

N otes

environment, the foundation on which you build

1. Deloitte, Talent Edge 2020: Blueprints for the New

will be fraught—full of trapdoors through which

Normal, Talent Edge 2020 Survey Series, December

even the best-laid plans for talent development

2010, p. 5, www.deloitte.com/view/en_US/us/Services

and attraction can fall.

/additional-services/talent-human-capital-hr/Talent
-Library/talent-edge-2020/index.htm.

Conclusion

2. Deloitte, Talent Edge 2020, p. 4.

It is clearly time for nonprofits to audit them-

3. Harvard Business Review online; HBR Blog

selves for their ability to attract, develop, and

Network; “The Six Habits of a Talent Magnet,” by

retain talent. Tried-and-true recruitment tech-

Tsun-yan Hsieh and Anthony Tjan, January 24, 2011,

niques alone are no longer sufficient to ensure a

blogs.hbr.org/tjan/2011/01/the-six-habits-of-a-talent

talent-filled twenty-first-century organization. We

-mag.html.

nonprofits need to examine our workplaces for,

4. Empowering a New Generation of Leaders;

among other things, our integrity of purpose and

“Why Do Nonprofits Treat Their Employees like

practice, openness to new ways of doing things,

Crap?,” blog entry by Rosetta Thurman, May 27,

willingness to let emerging leaders stretch their

2011, www . rosettathurman.com/2011/05/why-do

wings and take the stage, awareness of cultural

-nonprofits-treat-their-employees-like-crap/.

issues that are unproductively exclusionary.

5. Level Playing Field Institute (in partnership with

So much of this is about our lived workplace

Commongood Careers), The Voice of Nonprofit Talent:

values. Creating organizations that are paid and

Perceptions of Diversity in the Workplace, April 12,

unpaid talent attractors in this sector requires at

2011, http://www.lpfi.org/node/145.

times profound cultural and attitudinal adjustments aimed at breaking apart comfortable

To comment on this article, write to us at feedback@

enclaves and working differently. Sometimes,

npqmag.org. Order reprints from http://store.nonprofit

quite significantly differently.

quarterly.org, using code 180202.
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volunteerism

It’s a New (Old) Day
for Volunteerism:
Crowdsourcing Social Change
by Peter O’Donnell, MREd
For too
many of us, engaging
the communities we serve is an
afterthought, at best. Unless we begin to
view engagement/volunteerism as integral to
our organizational success, and recruit and empower
stakeholders as active participants in our work, we
will be wasting one of our most multifaceted and
renewable resource levers. The good news is,
it has never been easier to do this than
now, when we are all connected
online.

T

wo

Nonprofit Newswire

stories on

NPQ’s website recently caught my attention. “Community Volunteers Step in to
Save a Y” was a classic story of commu-

nity ownership of a cause, enabled by the supportive efforts of an organization. It’s too bad it took
the near demise of that organization to reveal the
level of volunteer support it could have mobilized

P e t e r O’D o n n e l l , MREd, is president of Healthy
Futures Group, an innovative consulting and training company specializing in leadership development,
strategic management, and human resources, with a
primary focus on nonprofit organizations of all sizes,
community-wide collaborative ventures, and institutions of higher education.
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I am concerned that
much of the sector has
lost sight of the true
value of volunteers—

to avoid reaching the point of deciding to close its

a week). What was exciting, though, was iden-

doors. A few days later, a Newswire entry men-

tifying a handful of programs with much higher

tioned a 2010 Canadian report, Bridging the Gap:

ratios—50:1 or higher. A program in Singapore,

Enriching the Volunteer Experience to Build a

for instance, had mobilized so many volunteers

Better Future for Our Communities, that identi-

that it worked out to the equivalent of ten full-time

fied a number of significant gaps and barriers in the

workers per paid staff member—that’s 25,000

ways nonprofit organizations recruit, develop, and

volunteer hours per staff member per year. We

deploy volunteers. To me, these two short pieces

then set out to discover what these exemplary

frame a much larger question: Do today’s nonprof-

programs were doing differently.

its really want volunteers/an engaged community?

Our discovery process was framed by some

My organization works with dozens of nonprof-

insights from social-movement theory, provided

its every year, most of which have anemic volun-

by our “resident sociologist,” Johan Vink, of the

teer strategies. I can’t think of more than a couple

Netherlands. Vink was a leader in one of the six

members who are

of these otherwise highly successful services that

exceptional national programs we had identified.

would ever be “saved” by community volunteers

The earlier bankruptcy of his own organization

willing to invest their

like that YMCA was if the need arose—there just

had convinced him that, left to their own devices,

wouldn’t be that level of community ownership of

organizations face an almost inevitable process

their work. But, as the second story revealed, most

of decline, which he explains in terms of how

leaders of nonprofit organizations would admit that

social movements rise and then decline over time.

they’ve done little to nurture that kind of support,

I believe that the theory can be extended to the

and I am concerned that much of the sector has

dynamics as they are felt between an organization

lost sight of the true value of volunteers—those

and its community.

those engaged and
committed community

precious time, social
capital, and intellect
on a common cause.
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engaged and committed community members who

According to Vink, a combination of four key

are willing to invest their precious time, social

factors govern the growth of movements (and

capital, and intellect on a common cause.

organizations):

I’m struck by the sense that today’s volunteer

1. A compelling vision. A growing movement

mobilization challenges are not that different from

typically emerges from a vision that articu-

those which many organizations have faced for

lates a need or opportunity with unusual

at least the last quarter century. My first in-depth

clarity. This vision attracts others to the

exploration of volunteerism was in the mid-

cause by challenging them to become part

1980s—the result of seeing a worrisome decline in

of something so significant that to say no

volunteer participation in an international youth-

is not an option. Generally led by a small

serving organization I worked for. In many of our

leadership team or perhaps even one person,

national programs, the numbers of volunteers

these emerging movements are usually short

were dropping, but, more troubling, staff expec-

on organization and administration but long

tations were dropping even faster. A small group

on passion and commitment.

of staff from several different countries formed a

2. Constant communication. In a growing

short-term task force to study the situation. We

movement, communication is maintained

tried to understand the cause of the decline, and

partly by the desire of all members to keep

also looked for exemplary programs around the

up with the latest news concerning prog-

world that were growing their volunteer bases.

ress toward achievement of the movement’s

One of our most sobering findings was in the

objectives. Every day seems to bring encour-

area of volunteer mobilization rates, typically

aging feedback about new “beachheads.” But

measured in terms of the number of volunteers an

leaders also make it a point to keep feeding

organization deploys per paid employee. In most

stories of success to everyone—members

developed nations, programs reported between

or not—who will listen. Communication is

three and ten volunteers per staff member

carefully designed to keep the purpose of the

(with most volunteers serving just a few hours

movement front and center, and to maintain

W W W. N P Q M A G . O R G • S U M M E R 2011

the sense of momentum that is so important

simple so that as many people as possible

in keeping people motivated.

could be put to work, later it becomes more

3. Willing workers. In a growing movement,

important to screen potential workers care-

there seems to be little difficulty in finding

fully, because only certain people are seen as

people willing to get involved. This may be

capable of performing at a high enough level.

due in part to the fact that those already

Ultimately, some or most tasks become so

involved tend to be excited about what they

demanding in their complexity that only

are doing, and speak positively about what

“professional” workers can perform them

they are accomplishing through their efforts.

adequately.

What all of this told us
was that the success of
volunteer mobilization
was rooted in something

It is also typical for new workers to be given

3. Methods become traditionalized.

the opportunity to select the kinds of proj-

Whereas a growing movement is charac-

ects and roles in which they wish to become

terized by ongoing experimentation, with a

involved. And, the growth of the movement

view to discovering new ways to achieve its

and methodology—

guarantees a constantly growing need for

objectives, a declining movement is more

workers as well as an increasingly varied

likely to show evidence of a narrowing of

it was dependent

range of roles in which to serve.

acceptable approaches. Only certain strate-

4. Results-oriented structure. In a growing
movement, the focus remains on the objec-

gies and methods are allowed, and new techniques are greeted with suspicion.

tives—the “raisons d’être” that led to the

4. Leadership becomes maintenance-ori-

founding of the movement. All action is

ented. Instead of visionary, forward-looking

evaluated in relation to its potential impact

leadership, with its characteristic “rough

on the accomplishment of those objectives

around the edges” management style, decay-

rather than on the basis of other second-

ing movements are controlled by adminis-

ary factors, such as worker preferences or

trators, whose main focus is on keeping the

the latest trends. Furthermore, organiza-

structure and systems going rather than

tional structures are designed to channel

building momentum toward the accomplish-

resources—human and otherwise—effi-

ment of the mission. Committees abound,

ciently toward the achievement of those

and complicated, slow-moving decision-

objectives. And, excellent performance is

making processes become the norm. Anyone

rewarded with more responsibility and more

wanting to move out in a new direction finds

resources—there is a clear bias for invest-

him- or herself having to work around the

ment in the “make it happen” people, and

existing structure rather than being able to

little attention wasted on the resisters.

use it as a channel through which to get the

And, according to Vink, four key reasons movements decline are when:

on an organization’s
philosophy, values,
and structures.

needful resources.
What all of this told us was that the success

1. Means become ends. In a declining move-

of volunteer mobilization was rooted in some-

ment, people become more concerned

thing deeper than strategy and methodology—it

with “doing things right” than with “doing

was dependent on an organization’s philosophy,

the right things.” More and more energy is

values, and structures. More specifically, did

expended on polishing performance, with

leaders and staff at all levels see volunteer partici-

less concern for finding the most effective

pation as crucial to their success? Did they value

ways of accomplishing the mission. Further-

volunteers to the point of giving them freedom

more, the heroes of the movement become

to serve and lead in ways that met volunteers’

those individuals who are most technically

goals and fit their circumstances? Did they build

skilled rather than those who are most pro-

structures that truly empowered volunteers to do

ductive in achieving critical end objectives.

great things, and not simply support the efforts of

2. Roles become professionalized. Where

professionals? In all of our identified exemplary

once it was deemed important to keep tasks

programs, the answer was a resounding “Yes!”
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Here are just a few of the stories:

In the years since leaving this international

• Jamaica: Operating island-wide in every major

organization, I have continued to observe volun-

town, the program in Jamaica had a 50:1 ratio

teer mobilization in the nonprofit sector in North

of volunteers to full-time paid staff at the begin-

America. What I see, to my disappointment, are

ning of our study. Autonomous, volunteer-led

too many signs of declining movements—once-

local groups, supported by a small team of zone

vital volunteer-conceived and volunteer-led

coordinators and national-office resource staff,

service innovations that have steadily become

made program and personnel decisions, raised

“monuments to their past glory,” as Vink would

their own funds, and continually recruited

describe them. Over time, I have come to describe

new volunteers. Interestingly, as a result of

the process like this: When movements begin,

volunteer-conceived

the study the groups became much better at

their primary focus is the work, which moves

and volunteer-led

sharing innovative program ideas with each

forward through the spontaneous, natural growth

other. And, as they became more open to new

of a committed workforce, and is supported by

approaches, their volunteer participation rate

small, nimble “workings” that exist primarily to

moved closer to 100:1.

channel resources to the front lines. When they

What I see, to my
disappointment, are too
many signs of declining
movements—once-vital

service innovations that
have steadily become
“monuments to their
past glory” . . . .

• The Netherlands: Vink’s home program was

decline, the workings increasingly become the

forced to adopt a new, volunteer-led model

focus, the workforce is seen less as an asset and

when the original organization went bankrupt.

more as a cost center, and the work shrinks down

Their strategy was to relaunch their work as

to fit the confines of the funders’ expectations.

a series of volunteer-led “coffee bar” drop-in

Still, there is always hope, and I’ve been heart-

centers in towns and cities where there was

ened by the fact that one can always identify

sufficient volunteer interest. To avoid a repeat

exemplary programs that have avoided this path

of the program’s earlier financial burnout, the

(or, in some cases, found their way back from an

small national coordinating team adopted a

unfortunate one). Some Canadian examples with

policy whereby a local group could not hire a

which I’m most familiar include:

staff person until it had at least fifty actively

• Pathways to Education: Perhaps the most

engaged volunteers. Volunteers were orga-

effective high school dropout prevention

nized into “cells” of around eight people, and

program in North America, this volunteer-

each cell was fully responsible for its own

based initiative reduced the dropout rate from

program planning, logistics, and ongoing

56 percent to 10 percent in one of the poorest

recruitment.

communities in Canada. The program is now

• Singapore: Again, the story began with the

being planted, through community ownership

need for renewal—this time of a program that

and volunteer commitment, in a number of

had become stale and complacent, and whose

other Canadian cities.

volunteer numbers had been steadily declining

• Frontier College: Canada’s oldest literacy

for several years. Under new, visionary lead-

organization, which began its work by recruit-

ership, the program became a powerhouse of

ing volunteer “laborer-teachers” during the rail-

volunteer-based youth service, active in every

road-building and gold rush days, now recruits

school and housing district on the tiny island

thousands of college and university students

nation. When asked to explain the program’s

to do literacy and learning-skills training with

phenomenal growth, one of the senior leaders
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children in impoverished neighborhoods.

summarized it this way: “Our success is the

• Ontario Healthy Communities Coalition:

product of how we see our people. We see

Like virtually all Healthy Cities initiatives

volunteers as a ‘gift’ that we must steward

around the world, this organization supports

wisely, and our staff as ‘stewards’ whose role

local volunteers, through a small team of “com-

is to support volunteer engagement in fulfilling

munity animators,” to do community capacity

their vision of doing work that aligns with our

building in their own towns around the prov-

overall purpose.”

ince. An even smaller central office provides

W W W. N P Q M A G . O R G • S U M M E R 2011

resource and communication support, ensuring that stories of success quickly find their
way to all of the network nodes.
These are just a few examples, but it is evident
that there is something of a renaissance of community building currently underway. A clear message
is being sent, not only to individual citizens and
community groups but also to the organizations
that exist to serve them. That message is, it’s time
to rebuild community ownership of the means of
community building. We must rediscover volunteerism, but we must also adjust the form in which
we do much of our work of program and service
delivery. This is not just an economic imperative
in today’s world of shrinking finances—it is also
a community imperative.
Fortunately, as I see it, it has never been easier
to do this. The big advantage we have now, twentyfive years down the road from my first awakening
to the potential of large-scale volunteer mobilization, is that we are all connected. As Seth Godin
points out in his recent book Tribes: We Need You
to Lead Us, we are all members of these groups.
Some, like our families, are defined for us, but
others—religious groups, community groups,
interest groups, teams, work-based groups—are

make a difference”—they want something more

the result of our choices. Godin has articulated an

than just to belong to a “happy gang.” The chal-

updated perspective on the whole idea of social

lenge for nonprofit organizations is to trust these

movements. His concept of a “tribe” is a group of

young people to take the opportunities and

people connected to an idea (or cause), a leader,

support we provide and, in their own perhaps

and one another. They are, in his words, “simply a

messy but passionate way, do great things for

few keystrokes away from you on the Net,” which

their neighborhoods, their countries, the world.

means they’re that close to any organization that

The starting point is to ask the question, “What

can support them in making the kind of difference

do I believe about the people I’m trying to recruit?”

they want in the world.

The truth is, you either believe they will do great

To be sure, a lot of organizations are trying to

things, or you don’t. Either way, they’ll know how

develop strategies to use social networking tools

you feel, and that determines whether or not vol-

to attract volunteers, donors, and other support-

unteers believe in what you’re doing. Let’s not wait

ers. Perhaps, though, we need a different frame

until the organization needs to be “saved”—it’s

of reference. Why not focus on finding individuals

time to take a chance and see how volunteers can

and groups who already care about the work you

lead our work in creative new directions.

are doing, and invite them to educate you on how

Maybe it’s time to tweet an invitation: “Is anyone

to support their involvement in meaningful ways

interested in a community-service flash mob? We’re

that fit their circumstances?

meeting in the park this Saturday, at 2 p . m .”

One way to reframe volunteerism in today’s
already-connected world is to think of it as

To comment on this article, write to us at feedback@

“crowdsourcing” social change. Today’s young

npqmag.org. Order reprints from http://store.nonprofit

adults are increasingly looking for “tribes that

quarterly.org, using code 180203.
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young talent

What is it that engages and disengages young workers in the community development
field? This set of interviews is revealing in its focus on principles of practice.

New Voices in

Community Development
by Rick Cohen

W

to

connect to the young people working for com-

recruit and retain talent in the

munity-based nonprofits? Do they have some-

nonprofit sector, nonprofit pro-

thing to offer the junior staff who work under the

hen

discussing

the

need

fessionals often talk about the

seemingly never-leaving executive directors, the

young people trying to break into various fields.

multitudes of AmeriCorps members who antici-

But evidence that these professionals really hear

pate getting tangibly involved in grassroots com-

what young people are saying is scant. This is

munity development, the students at nonprofit

particularly the case in nonprofit fields that are

management and urban and regional planning

dominated by older, top-level staff.

programs?

In the world of nonprofit community-based

NPQ sought out young people in community

development, there has long been talk of an

development to discuss two basic categories of

impending wave of turnover at the executive

concern: what might they want from a career

director level. But little such turnover has hap-

in community development, and how should

pened. In fact, when the Nonprofit Quarterly con-

the community development industry change,

tacted state associations of nonprofit community

if at all, to accommodate and welcome a new

development corporations (CDCs) to discuss the

generation of people into the field. We received

role of young people in the community develop-

extended commentary from a dozen young

ment sector, a few people scratched their heads

people from community development groups or

and wondered where they might be located. “I

associations in: Georgia, Texas; Michigan, Ohio;

honestly don’t know of that many young people

Virginia; and Washington, D.C.

in the field here, you’ve made me stop and think,”
noted. “We are a graying field,” said the head of a

Finding Their Way into Community
Development

Mid-Atlantic region state CDC association.

A couple of years after the collapse of the National

one association director from the Southeast

Do the roughly three thousand CDCs operat-

Congress for Community Economic Develop-

ing in urban and rural areas of the United States

ment (NCCED)—the longtime national trade
association for the sector—a new organization

R i c k C o h e n is the Nonprofit Quarterly’s national

arose, an association of state CDC groups called

correspondent.

the National Alliance of Community Economic
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Development Associations (NACEDA). Still new,

something that most individuals really

and looking for traction in the sector, NACEDA

do seem to enjoy once they get more

has emphasized, in response to its three dozen

involved. . . . Building a sense of commu-

state association members, policy advocacy in

nity creates a kind of reciprocity between

a difficult public policy environment. One of the

community members, where everyone

NCCED programs that was lost in the wake of

feels a greater need to look out for one

its collapse—which NACEDA has not yet been

another and to hold one another account-

able to resurrect and may at the moment have

able; in my opinion this is really important

no plans to do so—is NCCED’s “human capital

for any real and long-lasting progress to

development initiative,” geared toward creating

take place in communities. So, in essence,

trying to break into

a pipeline for the recruitment and retention of

I love and care about people and their

young people in CDCs.

well-being, and I think people’s well-being

the sector, they will

The motivation for young people to join the

can be improved exponentially by really

have to understand

community development sector during its rapid

feeling that they’re part of a community. At

growth in the 1960s and ’70s was, frequently, the

the same time, the community’s well-being

that the impetus of

issue of civil rights. In fact, many CDCs were

will improve as a whole, and eventually

products of the civil rights movement—New

society’s well-being, too.

If CDCs are going to
speak to the needs
and interests of the
new generation now

many young people in
community development
is more about building

Community Corporation in Newark, New Jersey;
Watts Labor Community Action Committee in
Los Angeles; and others—and the graybeards at
the helm of many CDCs are civil rights activists.

and strengthening

Even the significant work of CDCs on building

community than shaking

the displacement caused by urban renewal (or

the institutional pillars
of social inequality.

and rehabbing affordable housing and opposing
“urban removal”) reflects a civil rights narrative
and frame.
If CDCs are going to speak to the needs and
interests of the new generation now trying to
break into the sector, they will have to understand that the impetus of many young people in
community development is more about build-

Virginia Supportive Housing’s Allison Bogdan
ovic put it: “Community development allows
me to collaborate with others to improve the
communities where we live. It is more than a
job; it is a set of values emphasizing opportunity
and choice for every neighbor and community
member.” Erika Hill, who is currently studying
at Rutgers after community development work
in New York City and Atlanta, sees part of the
attraction of community development work as a
matter of self-actualization:

ing and strengthening community than shaking

Despite the economic climate and the less-

the institutional pillars of social inequality. Or

than-exciting [earning] potential . . . I am

perhaps, as Tawny Powell, the youth develop-

personally committed to making a social

ment coordinator of Resources for Residents and

impact. I see the bigger picture and feel like

Communities (RRC), in Atlanta, Georgia, sees it,

it is my duty to “pay it forward,” because I

community building is basically tantamount to

have been afforded opportunities, experi-

social justice:

ences, and upbringing that many have not.

I’m really passionate about social justice
and bringing people together to realize
commonalities they hold of which they
may not have been aware. I love connecting people to each other, as well. I think
it makes for healthier individuals and
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Working in the community development
sector is about being part of a community, as

Furthermore, I see the potential that the
field has if more individuals like me are
able to work effectively with veteran individuals to develop innovative solutions to
the issues plaguing our low-income communities and communities of color.

ultimately a healthier society. . . . I think

Switching into nonprofit community devel-

connecting and reconnecting individuals

opment from the for-profit sector, MeiLee

to each other is incredibly important and

Langley, of the Texas Association of Community
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Development Corporations, shares Bogdanovic’s
and Hill’s very personal takes:
I eventually decided that I did not want to
have years of my life spent simply settling
for a job that paid well; I wanted to make a
difference. I wanted a position that I could
look back on in five years and see the contributions that I had made. I began doing
a lot of research into the nonprofit sector
to decide the direction in which I wanted
to go. Community development caught my
eye because of all that it does to benefit a
city, from affordable housing to supporting
local businesses and truly advancing low-tomoderate-income communities. . . . It was
extremely daunting to switch career paths
so suddenly, but I can honestly say it was
one of the best decisions I have made.

On the other hand, although no one wants to
work for poverty wages, money doesn’t seem to
be a key motivation for staying in the field. What
will keep some of these young people in community development is the prospect of advancement,
a difficult proposition when the oldsters aren’t
vacating the top slots. Hill’s description of a desirable position is one with “opportunity for growth
and [that] promotes creativity. I am an individual

Starry-eyed idealists?
Even with relatively
few years of experience

who thrives in environments where I can take

under their belts, young

initiative and will lead something from start to

community development

finish.” Can the old-timers give up responsibility
and take a risk by trusting their young staff to take

staffers know that liking

on real responsibilities? Currently working for a

your work and loving

state community development corporation association, Langley sees herself eventually becoming
an executive director of a CDC. But there are only
a few thousand CDCs in the nation (mostly concentrated in the urban Northeast, the Mid-Atlantic

your community doesn’t
necessarily mean that a
given job is sustainable.

states, and the older cities of the Rust Belt), and

Staying in Community Development

many continue to be led by people who have spent

While turnover at the top level of CDCs has been

decades at the helm.

quite low, most observers in the field report a tre-

Dreams of advancement notwithstanding,

mendous churning of staff below the executive

nearly all of the respondents mentioned the

director and deputy director levels. Given the

importance of a “work-life balance,” including

personal passion that seems so characteristic of

increased vacation, shorter hours, and even a

the motivation to enter community development,

reduced workweek. The scenario of CDC direc-

what might keep these young people on a com-

tors working around the clock organizing City Hall

munity development career path?

and state capitol lobbying strategies while putting

RRC’s Powell is aware of the burden of

together financing packages for multi-subsidized

paying for the cost of student loans: “As far as

affordable housing projects may soon become a

compensation and benefits—something compa-

signature community development behavior of

rable to the private sector would be nice, espe-

the past.

cially since I (and I know a lot of my peers are
in the same position) have a significant amount

Obstacles in the Field

of student loan debt from both undergrad and

Starry-eyed idealists? Even with relatively few

graduate school.” Brian Robb (from Lansing,

years of experience under their belts, young com-

Michigan) agrees, calling for a “fast tracking of

munity development staffers know that liking

student loan forgiveness.” Strategies for dealing

your work and loving your community doesn’t

with the often crushing level of student debt

necessarily mean that a given job is sustainable.

have been a concern of the American Humanics

It is very hard to want to stay in a job when your

National Workforce Coalition. Federal legisla-

supervisors devalue your input because you’re

tion enhancing the Public Service Loan Forgive-

young, because they were there from the days

ness Program, which incentivizes young people

of the anti-poverty program and the civil rights

to work in public service fields in return for a

movement, they’ve seen it all, and they know what

reduction of debt, might be an important step

will work—or so they think. With several years

toward making jobs in community development

under her belt at Charis Community Housing, in

more sustainable over the long run.

Atlanta, Christy Norwood noted:
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I just wish those at the top would realize

directions might these young people want to see

that while they once were on the ground—

the sector move?

or if they’ve only gotten [to the top] through

Robb would like to see “a greater emphasis on

their studies—that things and times change

designing livable communities, but the commu-

and they shouldn’t assume they know it all. I

nity development field has been slow to respond.

think they make a big mistake by not taking

Perhaps this progression is limited by funding,

the time to consult and listen to those of us

talent availability, or organizational restraints; I

isn’t just about salaries,

who are [now] on the ground.”

really don’t know.” The desperation to produce

vacations, and work-life

Lansing, Michigan’s Robb agreed, with a bit

The future of young
people in the sector

balance. It concerns

affordable housing in some localities has sometimes
more edginess:

what CDCs do and how

The community development coalitions that

they reflect the values of

decisions are too often made to advance the

the young people they
want or need to attract.

are built are sometimes very exclusive, and
interests of the few while touting the flag of
the many. . . . It’s very hard to be critical of
such issues without being taken for a wet

ments. Young design-oriented professionals like
Robb might be looking for CDCs to create neighborhoods where people want to live rather than
have to live because of affordability constraints.
Norwood questions some CDCs’ commitment
to one of the core tenets of the community development credo:

blanket or misconstrued as a hindrance to

I think we fail to actually get the com-

business as usual. . . . People are averse to

munity involved. I hear folks in big com-

critique. I think we need to become more

munity development projects in Atlanta

accustomed to critique and analysis of out-

patting themselves on the back about

comes in an effort to become better indi-

getting community response/involvement.

viduals and stronger organizations.

It frustrates me to no end. They get people

Certainly, there is an aspect of these concerns
that reflects the unwillingness of the existing leadership of CDCs to be open to the energies and ideas
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led to the design of less-than-livable urban environ-

with money . . . but fail to use the established systems for getting word out to
neighborhoods.

of young people. Robb contends that “in the smaller

Jamie Schriner-Hooper, executive director of

organizations I see the VISTA factory pumping

the Community Economic Development Asso-

highly educated, motivated, and talented individu-

ciation of Michigan, expressed a similar concern

als through nonprofits only to [have them] file papers

about some CDCs’ emphasis on money: “I think

instead of build local capacity as [was] intended. In

we’re not necessarily always engaging the young

government I see baby boomers reluctant to concede

people the way we should. CDCs have looked

their influence.” But both Robb and Norwood are

to older generations regarding who can give us

talking about more than CDCs’ hiring and promotion

money, but now few people can give money—

policies. The ability of the community development

now [we] have to look at who can give time and

industry to accommodate and nurture the young

effort. . . . People aren’t less valuable because they

people in the sector depends in part on the struc-

can’t write a check.” Those same entrenched baby

ture and functions of CDCs themselves. The future

boomers Robb bemoaned may be typical of the

of young people in the sector isn’t just about salaries,

community development leaders focusing on

vacations, and work-life balance. It concerns what

listening to the people with money and not the

CDCs do and how they reflect the values of the young

people in the communities. When young people

people they want or need to attract.

who are idealistically committed to communities

Back in 2009, foundation grantmakers confided

see leaders bypass input and involvement from

to us that some felt that CDCs were looking in the

community residents, it makes them feel that

rearview mirror—fighting old battles and issues

those leaders are not only smugly entrenched but

rather than looking toward new visions and direc-

also deaf to the communities they represent—as

tions of community development. In what new

well as to the young people in the industry.
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Monique Johnson, from Richmond, Virginia,

VISTA workers, with the latter apparently much

gives a perspective that reflects a dynamic operat-

more likely to stay in the community develop-

ing beyond the small neighborhood parochialism

ment sector after completing their projects).

of some traditional CDCs:

The concerns of younger people in the field have

We need to focus on organizational issues
(initiate mergers, dissolve organizations, realign our strategic plans) and accept that
federal resources are not going to return to
previous levels, implement more systems
to enhance efficiency, and use technology
more strategically (build donor bases/marketing, manage projects, create internal
efficiencies). I think that our organizations
must also focus locally but think globally.

led some young people in the sector to create an
affinity group within the National Housing Conference. Young Leaders in Affordable Housing, as
the group calls itself, is relatively informal, but,
unsurprisingly for an effort initiated and run by
social media by creating a Facebook page, and

been done. For them,

is thus generating considerable attention about
where and how the sector might better accomAmong the national intermediaries, Neighboractive in thinking about the recruitment and

to see their CDCs connect to the broader world

retention of younger talent in the community

and break out of an archaic parochialism.

development field. This is in part because NW

Housing Network of Rhode Island leaders

supports organizations (the various Neighbor-

Chris Hannifan and Elizabeth Debs are listening to

hood Housing Services and other organizations

what young people want from the nonprofit com-

that are NeighborWorks network members),

munity development sector, and have designed

while the larger intermediaries Local Initiatives

and implemented programs to respond:

Support Corporation and Enterprise Commu-

people. . . . We were lucky to partner with
Roger Williams University to work with
young people interested in the field. . . .
[But] young people have a different idea of
what community development should be—
they’re more visionary and idealistic . . .
more than people who have been in the
field for a long time. They have a “why not”
attitude as opposed to [thinking] “we’ve
always done it this way because the regulations require it,” and so forth. . . . Younger
people are thinking about what’s possible,
not about how things have always been
done. For them, it’s incredibly personal.
Housing Network of Rhode Island may be
thinking in a structured way about identifying,

it’s incredibly personal.”

modate younger professionals in CDCs.

local communities through CDCs, they also want

program for the second- and third-level

possible, not about
how things have always

Works America (NW) has probably been the most

level [of CDCs], we have started a training

thinking about what’s

young people, the group has taken advantage of

While young people want to connect to their

While there isn’t a lot of turnover at the top

“Younger people are

nity Partners both typically focus most of their
financial assistance on the CDCs’ housing and
economic development goals.
But overall, there is little happening at the
national level to revive programs that not only
bring young people into the field but also help
create opportunities within CDCs for young
people, as well as alter organizational cultures
that might be resistant to exhibitions of “thought
leadership” voiced by other than graybeards.
There is a need for nonprofit community development as a sector to create both leadership openings and a cultural willingness to encourage the
different ideas of young people who began their
careers after the civil rights movement. If community development continues to age and calcify
at the top levels, it could find itself weakened and
left behind as funders and government agencies
think ahead to a different, vibrant, more creative
community development world.

recruiting, and promoting younger people in the
community development sector, but the resources

To comment on this article, write to us at feedback@

and initiative aren’t yet being more broadly applied

npqmag.org. Order reprints from http://store.nonprofit

(beyond CDCs’ frequent use of AmeriCorps and

quarterly.org, using code 180204.
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talent development

Coaching as a CapacityBuilding Tool:

For-profits tend to
accept the benefits of
coaching as a given.
Nonprofits, on the other
hand, question whether
or not coaching actually
works, and are more
concerned with return
on investment. But,
as Bill Ryan explains,
rather than asking
“Does coaching work?,”
nonprofit organizations
invested in the practice
would be better served
figuring out how to
make it work in their
particular situation.

An Interview with Bill Ryan
by Ruth McCambridge

Editors’ note: Bill Ryan, well-known coauthor of Governance as Leadership: Reframing the Work of
Nonprofit Boards (Wiley, 2005) turned his attention two years ago to a study of coaching. The study was
commissioned by the Haas, Jr. Fund in California, and examined the methods and results of coaching
within its Flexible Leadership Awards (FLA) program. Coaching is a short- to mid-term consultation
designed to help a leader improve work performance, and was an integral part of the FLA program. In
his report Coaching Practices and Prospects: The Flexible Leadership Awards Program in Context, Ryan
documents not only the experiences within the FLA but also the fact that coaching is in increasingly
widespread use in the corporate sector, to help further develop both emerging and seasoned leaders. Is
it just the latest fad or an existing practice renamed . . . or is it an exciting new idea to integrate into
our talent development practices? NPQ editor in chief Ruth McCambridge explored these and other
questions with Ryan. (For those interested in a full discussion of coaching, we highly recommend the
report, which can be downloaded from www.geofunders.org/document.aspx?oid=a0660000005La3n
and can also be found on the Evelyn and Walter Haas, Jr. Fund website, www.haasjr.org.)

Ruth McCambridge: If coaching is the answer,

RM: It was interesting to see in the report

what’s the question?

how vague and all over the place the definitions of coaching are. Can you talk a little bit

Bill Ryan: The question is, “If my organization

about what people mean when they talk about

wants to get to Point X, how am I, as a leader, in

coaching?

the way, and what do I need to do to get out of the
way?” That’s a negative formulation of it. Another

BR: There are lots of people attempting to nail

way to put it would be, “If my organization wants

down the definition. The practice of coaching

to get to Point X, what do I, as a leader, need to do

is still relatively new, so everyone is trying to

to build on my strengths and manage my weak-

definitively type it, and, in particular, they’re

nesses to help it get there?”

very anxious to distinguish it from consulting or
therapy. Some people, invested in the practice as

R uth M c C ambridge is the Nonprofit Quarterly’s editor

a profession, want to put coaching on the map as

in chief.

something highly distinctive.
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RM: But isn’t it kind of a weird combination of
consulting and therapy?
BR: That’s right—when I talk to coaches and they
describe what they do, it reveals that they’re doing
a blend of things, and there was a nice typology
put together by editors at Harvard Business
Review that did show the overlap [see Figure 1,
following page].
I think, probably, the big difference many are
trying to emphasize is that consulting would be
about trying to come up with the answer, therapy
would be about trying to get to self-understanding
by understanding the past, and coaching is in the
middle.
[Coaching] should help you gain enough introspection to come up with your own solutions
looking toward the future. [Leadership guru]
Warren Benning was quoted as saying, basically,
that the effort to distinguish it from therapy is
partly just to make it more legitimate. No manager,
certainly no for-profit one, is going to say, “I’ve got
to stop our meeting now, it’s time for me to meet
with my shrink.” But to say, “It’s time for me to
meet with my coach” would be acceptable.
RM: In the report you talked about people using
the term to refer to three different types of
practice.
BR: When I interviewed coaches, and also spoke
to “coachees,” and listened to what they did rather
than how they describe what they do, three versions started to come into focus.
Version one is coaching as a profession, and
that’s the way it’s described in the literature. So,
these are “true” professionals who offer coaching
to executives as their full-time job, and they have
certification by a coaching accrediting authority
of some sort.
More common among nonprofits are the
people who are doing coaching as a practice. They
may do this either full- or part-time, but the people
offering the coaching are basically consultants
who are drawing on their past experience in the
nonprofit sector, maybe, and a specific skill set or
perspective, but they don’t identify as professionals. They’re not certified. They don’t necessarily
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Figure 1: COACHING BORROWS FROM BOTH CONSULTING AND THERAPY 1
Coaching

Consulting
Paid to come up with
answers
Focuses on
organizational
performance
Strives for objectivity
Provides quantitative
analysis of problems

Instead of telling people
you supervise what to
do and what you expect,
you’re trying to help

Advises individual
leaders on business
matters

Focuses on the future

Involves management
in goal setting

Fosters individual
performance in a business
context

Based on organizational
ethics

Helps executives discover
their own path

Paid for by the company

Therapy
Focuses on the past

Paid to ask the right
questions

Diagnoses and treats
dysfunctionality

Tackles difficult issues
at work and home

Based on medical
ethics

Focuses on individual
behavioral change

Paid for by the
individual

Explores subjective
experience

favor certification. This is something they’ve dis-

You can say, “Gee, that’s really not a good thing,

covered they’re effective at, so they offer it.

that work is essential to management, and the

The third practice I thought quite interesting,

ED in that case should just step up, learn how to

and I described it as best I could as coaching as

do it, and do it.” But the other way is a bit more

perspective. This is where either managers or

realistic. Some EDs are never going to get there,

consultants (who could be strategy or fundraising

and as one of my interviewees said, “Look, if it

consultants) consciously take a coaching stance

works and it’s a relatively modest investment,

in their work. So, their core work as a manager is

what’s wrong with it?”

actually reshaped by their understanding of coaching. Instead of telling people you supervise what

But your original question was, does the coach
have to be outsourced? And I would say no.

them think their way

to do and what you expect, you’re trying to help

These coaching stances can be used inter-

through the problem.

them think their way through the problem. You’re

nally, and some organizations have gotten quite

asking them, “What do you think, exactly, is the

carried away with this [approach]. I think it was

roadblock or the problem here? What were your

Deloitte—the accounting consultancy—who a

first thoughts about coming to resolution?” You’re

few years ago aspired to be what they call “the

not only helping them arrive at a good answer, but

coached organization,” where everyone was

it’s actually developmental;it’s really much more

developing and supporting their talent internally

about helping them do things over time. How do

by consciously taking a coaching stance. It need

you sustain that development over time? That’s

not be [outsourced], and a lot of people would

what coaching as perspective is about.

say it shouldn’t always be outsourced. If you have
the skills and the capacity internally, it could be

RM: You suggested that some worry that there

better to have people inside the organization

are organizations using coaching to outsource

coach each other.

their management, but does the use of coaching
always require that the coach be external?

RM: You said somewhere in your report that the
coaches sometimes seem to be “outsourced sup-

BR: Say an executive director doesn’t really

pliers of candor.” Is bringing in a coach just a

have the interest, the inclination, or the capacity

less messy way to supervise somebody who is

to actually supervise a direct report, help that

difficult?

person develop, confront weaknesses. What they
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sometimes do is get a coach to take that work on.

BR: I think that that may be true, and I think that

Now, there are different ways of looking at that.

goes back to jargon, you know, “coaching as
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management.” I think it’s true that hiring an exter-

confidentiality. But I think what can happen at

nal coach can be a way of ducking the respon-

the outset is that a context can be set so there

sibility of helping a subordinate figure out the

are some expectations that will help the coach

underlying reasons he or she is stuck. So, to me,

focus the coaching and keep in mind where it is

that avoidance would be troubling. That would

the “coachee” is trying to get. Number one is the

suggest that the person who’s overrelying on

context. The check-ins can be a way for the coach

coaching to manage reports could probably

and “coachee” to hear how progress looks from

benefit by some coaching herself. The question

the outside. And one of the riddles here is, “Wow,

being, why does she not want to step up to the

this stuff is so nuanced, so difficult to quantify and

challenge of giving negative feedback or holding

measure, how do we keep an eye on progress?”

[Coaching is] not just
about developing a
leader—it’s about
developing a specific

someone accountable? I wouldn’t say that’s the

You check in once in a while. You refer back to

most prevalent pattern here, but I certainly think

the goals originally set, and you might hear from

it’s something to keep an eye on.

a boss, “Okay, here is how I see it happening,

with specific challenges,

I think this also relates to what I think I had

here’s what’s going on,” and then the coach and

called the “triangle.” I’m not sure how true this

the “coachee” think about the feedback, and that

and trying to gain an

really is, but in the literature and by the accounts

might inform their next steps.

of people in corporations, the idea is that there’s

It doesn’t compromise confidentiality but it

a kind of three-way or triangular team. So, you’ve

does try to keep the coaching attached to organi-

got a subordinate, a boss, and a coach. And, the

zational goals, because that’s what it should be all

idea in this model is that the boss is helping the

about. It’s not just about developing a leader—it’s

subordinate identify some areas for development

about developing a specific leader in a specific

that are going to help that subordinate achieve

place with specific challenges, and trying to gain

some goals pertaining to his unit or the organi-

an understanding of how to change behavior that

zation. So, there’s already been a conversation

will pull that all together.

leader in a specific place

understanding of how
to change behavior that
will pull that all together.

between a boss and a subordinate that says,
“Okay, here’s where we’re trying to get, here’s

RM: But it does raise the question, “Who is the

where you seem to need to develop yourself.”

client?” Can you talk a little bit about that,

Or, “Here are some weaknesses you’ve got to

because that seemed to me extremely confusing.

manage your way around. Now, here’s the coach
who is going to help us do that.” This type of

BR: I think it is confusing, and I’m not sure there’s

arrangement establishes a real goal and sense of

a way to make it very tidy. I think coaches will

accountability. The coach is not going to come

say, “Okay, we feel accountable to the ‘coachee.’ ”

and divulge everything she’s heard from the

That’s the most common pattern in the nonprofit

subordinate, but there will be check-ins along

sector. You don’t normally see, for example, a

the way: “Boss, how do you think this is going?”

board bringing in a coach and having that conver-

“Is the behavior different?” et cetera. And, that’s

sation and then working with the ED. So, really,

very different from just having someone in an

it’s a one-on-one. Those coaches are going to feel,

organization have a coach, who knows nothing

“My client is the ‘coachee.’ ”

about the organization’s reality—what it might

In the corporate sector, the coaches are going

do, how the person is perceived—and then just

to feel, “This person is my ‘coachee’ but my client

working with them on self-understanding.

is the company.” Often they’ll be coaching more
than one person, they work for HR, they’re part

RM: But many coaches claim confidentiality in

of an initiative, it’s very much driven by the busi-

the same way that a psychologist would claim

ness objectives of the company. So, what they’re

confidentiality. How does that work in such a

saying is your division needs to increase market

triangulation?

share, it needs to grow, it needs to reduce turnover of staff. You’re responsible for that. You

BR: I think any good coach is going to protect
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What I have encountered
among nonprofits and

skills. We’re going to help you be a better leader

question tends to be not “Is our investment in

to do that. But that is the pure business under-

coaching paying off?” but much more abstract:

standing of these relationships. That’s exactly

“Does coaching work?” And that’s just something

what it is that the coaches are brought in for: to

that’s not really asked in business, per se. In busi-

support the company’s business objectives by

ness, it’s “Does our coaching program for our

helping its individual leaders contribute better

people pay results for us?” That’s very different

toward those goals.

from “Does coaching work?”
They’re trying to ask for an answer to this

foundations is a little
different, where the
question tends to be
not “Is our investment

RM: In the report, you suggested that business is

global question on the nonprofit side. On the busi-

less concerned about return on investment for

ness side, they’re just trying to figure out “How do

coaching than those who would fund coaching in

we make it work for us?”

the nonprofit sector. Why would that be?

For example, if funders are going to make
a grant for strategic planning, they generally

in coaching paying

BR: Here’s my understanding of this (and I think

wouldn’t say, “Okay, give us the evidence that

you read my observation correctly): in business,

strategic planning works.” There is no such

off?” but much more

purchasers of coaching are less worried about

evidence. At some point, these things just get

proving the impact of coaching than nonprofit

accepted—perhaps they shouldn’t be—as a tool

funders of coaching would be.

in the repertoire.

abstract: “Does coaching

For example, I think one of the studies

I would encourage people investing in coach-

reported that only 13 percent of businesses that

ing to just be as thoughtful as possible about figur-

hire coaches actually try to calculate any kind of

ing out how to make coaching work in their own

really asked in business,

ROI, strictly speaking: “This person got coaching

situation, and be really rigorous and systematic

per se. In business, it’s

and she reduced staff turnover by that percent-

about what they can get their arms around, rather

age, and that saved us that money, and therefore

than try to figure out “does coaching work?”—

“Does our coaching

one coaching dollar produced three dollars in

unless they’re in a position to fund huge empirical

benefits.” There are some firms that will try to do

research.

program for our people

that, but the number is small—13 or so percent.

work?” And that’s just
something that’s not

pay results for us?”

That’s one stance.

RM: As I looked at your graph about where

The other stance tends to accept that there are

coaching seemed to work well, I saw that one

just some givens. Here, the general practice of

of the areas was executive transition, which in

coaching is accepted as more or less plausible.

many organizations may mean the coaching

Talent makes a difference; therefore, support-

of an older person on how he or she is going to

ing talent makes a difference. Helping individual

build leadership capacity in the organization, et

people understand how they work and improve

cetera. But then you also had in the report a lot

their individual leadership will also probably

about how business was looking at its use with

make a difference.

younger employees. So, it’s almost like there’s an

Now, that doesn’t mean that those people aren’t

emphasis on two sides of the sandwich.

concerned about the performance of coaches and
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the benefit of coaching, but they tend to have all

BR: Yeah. I think there’s some broad overlap. I

of that in place and use the triangle model we

just have a narrow view into this, obviously—

discussed, where they’re trying to look at an indi-

I’m not sure what’s going on across the nonprofit

vidual’s performance related to specific goals they

sector, but in the cases I looked at, what I saw

set together. And then they can start making a

in [executive] transition was coaching to help an

judgment on whether the coaching is working or

older leader make decisions about “how long is

not. There’s the pure ROI model, and there’s this

my tenure, how long do I stay here, how do I get

“plausible judgment” model.

ready to support the organization for my exit?”

What I have encountered among nonprofits

It just also happened to be the case that a

and foundations is a little different, where the

lot of the “coachees” I tried to learn from were
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participating in this program Flexible Lead-

the risk might be lower, because if it’s put together

ership Awards of the Haas Fund, and a lot of

thoughtfully it is not just going to be a general

them, in fact, were new EDs, and the coaching

way of becoming more effective as a leader or a

for them centered on, “How do I master this

manager;it’s pretty much anchored in a specific

new role? What are my blind spots, what are

context. Given that we’re looking at coaching

my gaps, what do I need to figure out to jump

as a resource, hopefully it has those benefits of

in and succeed here?”

making better leaders in general, but that’s not

It’s not just about
grabbing a coach and

In general, though, the tone in business tends

necessarily the primary goal. [Coaching] is very

to be very much focused on the development of

context driven. I don’t know if that means that

younger talent—by no means exclusively, but

with coaching you would actually see less people

with someone who

it’s understood that this is a good developmen-

getting skilled up and becoming more marketable

tal resource. A lot of people in that field make

and leaving. But I think there is that distinction

needs help. It’s really

the argument that new workers—whatever gen-

related to being anchored in a specific context.

trying to think through

eration they would be at this point, let’s say Gen

This is a very hopeful view of it. I guess overall

Y—expect a lot of feedback, support, counseling,

you hope there would be enough investment in

those initial questions

encouragement. And you may look at that and say,

coaching across the sector that that type of mobil-

“Well, they’re spoiled brats. Why should I throw

ity would wash out.

coaching on top of it?” I think businesses look at

pairing him or her off

of “What are the needs
of the organization?”

it and say, “This is just the reality. If we want to

RM: Is there anything else you would say about

attract and retain that talent, this is how these

the coaching you’ve observed? Do you have any

folks work, and this is one way of adapting to sup-

caveats? Anything that you would say not to do

talent potential do

porting that group.”

in the name of coaching?

we have on hand?”

RM: Given the small size of most nonprofits, the

BR: I think I would emphasize the importance

lack of mobility within a single organization

of thinking of coaching as an initiative, like a

may mean that as you’re developing somebody,

project—particularly if you’re a funder who is

you’re developing their capacity beyond where

going to help a number of people do coaching,

their strict job description has them sitting. A

but also if you’re an ED and you’re able to provide

lot of leadership programs in the nonprofit sector

coaching. It’s not just about grabbing a coach and

focus on individual leaders, develop them, and

pairing him or her off with someone who needs

then the leaders leave the organization. The

help. It’s really trying to think through those initial

development of an individual leader can result

questions of “What are the needs of the organiza-

in the organization’s losing that person. What

tion?” and “What kind of talent potential do we

do you think about that?

have on hand?” I think it’s also important to iden-

and “What kind of

tify good “coachees.” Some people are at the right
BR: That’s an interesting question. I guess my

moment and have the right mindset to benefit.

observation would be that there are two ways of

Some are either at the wrong moment or have the

supporting talent. One is to invest in someone’s

wrong mindset, and the investment wouldn’t be

general development—for instance, “You’re going

a wise one.

to go to this nonprofit management institute, we’re
sending you to these workshops, et cetera.” You’re

N ote

really expanding someone’s repertoire in a way

1. Carol Kauffman and Diane Coutu, “The Realities of

that they can also put on their resume and which

Executive Coaching,” HBR Business Report, Harvard

makes them more marketable. There’s always a

Business Review, January 2009.

concern, and a feeling that if we invest all this in
you, we want a commitment that you’ll stay and

To comment on this article, write to us at feedback@

not run off with the new skills.

npqmag.org. Order reprints from http://store.nonprofit

The same may be true of coaching but I think
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talent development

There are three key characteristics every organization should develop
in order to create a fruitful environment for shared leadership:
adaptability within the leadership spectrum; an orientation toward
shared leadership; and a culture of trust. But in order to successfully incorporate
shared leadership, organizations must be prepared to, among other things,
commit to change, stress across-the-board engagement and accountability,
and understand that the process requires an up-front investment of time.

Doing More with More:

Putting Shared
Leadership into Practice
by Michael Allison, MBA, Susan Misra, MPA,
and Elissa Perry

E

ven before the

“G reat R ecession ,” non -

profit leaders were told that they needed
to learn how to do more with less. The
field encouraged nonprofits to tighten

their belts and look outside their organizations
for solutions. Convinced that these approaches
were not the only way, the authors, as part of a
“Leadership Learning Community” (LLC) team
organized by the TCC Group, worked with leaders
of twenty-seven civic participation organizations
from 2008 to 2010 to explore an alternative: building shared leadership within an organization.

M ichael A llison , MBA, an independent consultant, was
director of consulting and research at CompassPoint Nonprofit Services for fifteen years;S usan M isra , MPA, is
the associate director of program/grants management
and capacity building at TCC Group;E lissa P erry has
worked as a consultant and coach in the areas of leadership, education, and creativity for over ten years.
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“TSUNAMI” BY INDRA JEET CHANDRACHUD

The Initiative
Strengthening Organizations to Mobilize Californians,
a capacity-building initiative funded by the James

Theories about
organizational
transformation have
been pointing in the
direction of shared

which called for leadership rooted in the roles
of steward, teacher, and designer guided by continuous development of a capacity for understanding, action, and responsibility.1 In 1994,

Irvine Foundation, the David and Lucile Packard

Jack Stack made waves with his book The Great

Foundation, and the William and Flora Hewlett

Game of Business, where he championed the

Foundation, supported a “Leadership Learning

value of practicing “open-book management”

Community” (LLC) that included peer exchanges for
executive directors and senior staff, regional trainings,
and comprehensive convenings. TCC Group, a national
management-consulting firm, designed, managed,

and engaging workers at all levels in an ongoing
process of innovation in the private sector.2 In
1999, Margaret J. Wheatley wrote in Leadership
and the New Science, “Western cultural views of
how best to organize and lead (now the methods

leadership for more than

and facilitated the initiative. The twenty-seven

most used in the world) are contrary to what

three decades now.

participating organizations each started out with

life teaches. Leaders use control and imposi-

annual budgets ranging from $500,000 to $2 million;

tion rather than participative, self-organizing

at least five staff members;eight board members;and
one hundred volunteers.

processes.”3 And, in 2003, Joseph A. Raelin
coined the term “leaderful” in his book Creating Leaderful Organizations, which describes
an organization that intentionally creates the
structure and culture needed to share leader-

After two years of experimentation with
shared leadership, TCC Group conducted an eval-

ship among staff, board, volunteers, and other
stakeholders.4

uation, and found that 78 percent of participants

In 2006, researchers Beverlyn Lundy Allen

had increased their awareness, knowledge, and

and Lois Wright Morton defined self-organiza-

ability to develop staff as leaders at all levels of

tion as the capacity that organizations need to

the organization. The evaluation, which included

solve the complex or “adaptive” problems they

event feedback surveys, a post-initiative survey of

face today. One of the principal dimensions of

all participants, and two participant focus groups,

self-organization they named was deeper dif-

also revealed significant increases in both staff

fusion of authority and responsibility into the

involvement in decision making and clear and

organization.5 In 2007, Leslie R. Crutchfield and

effective accountability structures throughout the

Heather McLeod Grant posited in Forces for

cohort. Many of the organizations discovered that

Good that effective organizations share leader-

they were able to do more effective work with less

ship across staff, board members, and external

or the same amount of funds, and reported that

networks.6

shared leadership eased the stresses on executive

Despite this dramatic shift in leadership

directors. Essentially, the organizations found

theory, our combined research and experience

that they could do more with less (funds) by

with nonprofit organizations reveal that most

doing more with more (leadership).

organizations continue to accept a hierarchical
structure, with the executive director shoulder-
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I. Shared Leadership . . . It Sounds Good but
What Is It Exactly?

ing an enormous burden of responsibility for

Theories about organizational transformation

generally reported that this was true of their

have been pointing in the direction of shared

organizations. However, we found that this con-

leadership for more than three decades now.

centration of power was not because executive

Experiments with “self-managing” work teams

directors were power hungry. Nor was it even

proliferated in the 1980s. In 1990, Peter M. Senge

deliberate. It was due to a lack of familiarity

published The Fifth Discipline and popular-

with the alternatives. The executive directors

ized the concept of “learning organizations,”

were interested in exploring ways to empower

organizational success. The LLC participants
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staff through more formally shared leadership,

Figure 1:
Spectrum of Shared Leadership

given their growing fatigue and their commitment to promoting values of community engagestretched thin and yet underutilized, were also

Spectrum of Shared Leadership
One Leader

TR

ment and empowerment. Senior staff, feeling

US

Many Leaders

T

invested in this change, viewing it as a way to
Y

shared leadership

BI

LIT

advance their careers and develop other staff in

We came to understand

T

A

a manner that aligned with their organizations’

AD

AP

as encompassing a

social justice values.
We came to understand shared leadership as

Shared
Leadership
Norm

encompassing a spectrum between more authoritarian models, which focus on one leader, and

spectrum between
more authoritarian
models, which focus

more inclusive models, which focus on the leadership of many (see Figure 1). We also discovered
that there are dozens of ways leadership can be

an organization needing to terminate an employee

shared once authority is expanded beyond an

may need to use a top-down approach. When

individual position to the group—without fully

developing a new program, however, leveraging

ceding authority to that group. Among the partici-

internal resources and external relationships is

pating organizations, authority—over what, with

likely more useful. To achieve the best results, we

whom, and through which structures—varied sig-

need multiple maps and the ability to know when

nificantly. However, three characteristics were

to use which one.

on one leader, and
more inclusive models,
which focus on the
leadership of many.

common to all the organizations:

Orientation toward Shared Leadership
1. Adaptability within the Spectrum.

Shared leadership requires that staff be willing

Knowing when a particular expression of

to see the big picture and take ownership for

leadership is appropriate, and being able to

the whole organization. An executive director

shift within the spectrum as needed.

cannot decree this orientation;nor can it take root

2. Orientation toward Shared Leadership.

without senior leadership. A shared leadership

Expanding the problem-solving capacity of

orientation is more of an invitation for all staff to

an organization without giving up the option

assume greater responsibility and influence. Not

of top-down approaches when necessary.

everyone wants this, however;occasionally, staff

3. Culture of Trust. Developing the relation-

members will leave the organization when this

ships needed to shift within the spectrum

approach is implemented. But if shared leadership

when necessary, without any negative

does not become a broadly shared orientation, not

impact or mistrust.

much change is possible.

Adaptability within the Shared Leadership Spectrum

Trust as a Foundation for Shared Leadership

Adaptability means being able, as a group, to

Shared leadership requires some trust, and then

occupy the right place in the spectrum for each

tends to increase trust. Allen and Morton, Patrick

situation. In a presentation to the participants,

Lencioni, and many others underscore this point.7

Ken Otter, Director of Leadership Studies at Saint

The first step takes a certain leap of faith: “Will my

Mary’s College of California, used the analogy of

staff follow through?” “Will my executive director

maps to illustrate this point. If one is in New York

give me room to try new things?” The participants

City and needs to get from Brooklyn to Staten

reported that taking these sorts of risks helped

Island without a car, a public transportation

build trust among staff and allowed for more flex-

map is useful; if one wants to understand how

ibility to shift along the leadership spectrum. They

public health resources are distributed in New

also identified several helpful practices, includ-

York City, one needs a different map. Similarly,

ing aligning values, clarifying accountability,
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Figure 2:
Four Prerequisites for Shared Leadership
Cultivating shared

Commitment
to Change

Investment
of Time

Policy
Systems

leadership takes

Advocacy (CCA), a farm workers’ rights organization, the executive director championed
the idea of shared leadership and brought
justice organization, a senior staff member was

Organizations

introduced to the concepts and recruited the
executive director to experiment with shared

Self

and most likely

different ways. At the Center for Community

others along. At ACCESS, a women’s health

Community

significant time,

we worked with cultivated this commitment in

leadership. Meanwhile, the Alliance for a Better
Community (ABC), a community-building orga-

reduces efficiency in

nization, used its ten-year anniversary to discuss

the short term.
Sound
Management

how to strengthen its capacity to implement
Engagement &
Accountability

the programmatic changes needed to deepen
impact. The executive director and associate
director then presented ideas to the board, and

explicitly supporting experimentation, and con-

the board supported the effort.

sistently working toward clear communication.

Up-Front Investment of Time

II. Prerequisites for Shared Leadership

Cultivating shared leadership takes significant

Shared leadership requires a certain amount of

time, and most likely reduces efficiency in the short

individual and organizational maturity. The most

term. After all, it involves changing (often increas-

successful participants started with four common

ing) the frequency and duration of contact among

characteristics (see Figure 2):

staff, shifting the nature and quality of these inter-

1. An explicit commitment by senior leadership
to change;
2. An up-front investment of time to educate
and plan;
3. Fundamental management practices in
place; and
4. Engagement and accountability.

actions, and developing the systems and structures that will sustain these changes. However,
when faced with such complex challenges as the
need to increase impact using fewer people and
dollars, the time spent up-front helps organizations
respond more effectively and efficiently.
At the end of the initiative, participants

These characteristics provided the necessary

reported having saved time through improved

foundation to support a shift toward shared lead-

problem solving, especially by generating alter-

ership. Moreover, they tended to feed one another

natives that would not have been thought of by

in a “virtuous” cycle, where improvements in one

the executive director alone. Some also gained

area led to improvements in others. When any of

organizational efficiencies, as work responsi-

the characteristics were not present, we found

bilities shifted and staff morale and satisfaction

that it was more difficult—if not impossible,

improved. Moreover, developing shared leader-

depending on how many characteristics were

ship often went hand in hand with a focus on

missing—to achieve much change.

“continuous improvement”—the drive to be more
efficient and effective.

Desire and Commitment to Change
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Designating at least one “champion” to encour-

Fundamental Management Practices

age staff to take time to reflect, define problems

Without the basics of organizational manage-

and generate solutions together, articulate a

ment in place, experimenting with alternative

common vision and agreements, and work out

approaches to leadership is risky. The basics

disagreements helped lay the groundwork for

include appropriate supervision, effective com-

developing shared leadership. Each organization

munication and decision making, and having

W W W. N P Q M A G . O R G • S U M M E R 2011

a clear strategy, sound financial management

independence and discretion had been given to

systems, and ongoing mechanisms for planning

program directors. To bring back order to the

and allocation of work. These basic systems do

management team, the director quickly created

not necessarily need to be exemplary, but they

sharper boundaries around roles and respon-

cannot be so problematic that a focus on leader-

sibilities. This meant a decrease in some staff’s

ship will not be sustained and supported. In fact,

ability to exercise leadership independently—at

some of the participants used a shared leadership

least temporarily.

approach to improve their organizations’ basic
Coalition (EHC), for example, engaged a team of

III. How Did Participants Put Shared
Leadership into Action?

staff leaders from every level of the organization

While each organization found its own path

in planning for an all-staff retreat to develop the

toward putting the shared leadership concepts

standards of a healthy, leaderful organization. At

into practice, we found a few common themes:

management practices. The Environmental Health

But sharing
responsibility does not
always make things
better. Sometimes
the “right balance”
means less sharing.

the other end of the spectrum, two organizations
that attempted to shift responsibility to senior

Transformation in Mindset and Role

staff experienced problems because of unclear

Participants transformed their self-conceptions

roles and responsibilities. When this happens,

of their roles as organizational leaders, and devel-

organizations need to stop what they are doing

oped new skills to fulfill those roles. In particular,

and work on basic management practices before

they grew to understand their responsibility for

continuing with their effort.

creating a culture of engagement and accountability across the board. These leaders pursued

Engagement and Accountability

training, coaching, and self-reflection to build

Senior leaders cannot be loners. Part of their

their leadership skills, and brought these skills

responsibility is to actively work with other

and tools to all staff.

staff leaders to figure out how to make systems

Having made the mental shift, they could also

work better. This dimension of the job descrip-

leverage existing processes to cultivate shared

tion must be explicit, and something for which

leadership among other staff. For example,

people are held accountable. At East LA Com-

ELACC’s executive director began by engaging

munity Corporation (ELACC), leaders within

staff in the annual budgeting process and deci-

the management team met regularly to discuss

sion making. As another example, senior staff

how to engage all staff throughout the organi-

at the Los Angeles Alliance for a New Economy

zation in leadership. Leadership responsibilities

(LAANE) began with long-range planning that

became part of job descriptions, were discussed

involved all staff in goal setting. These small steps

at regular supervisory meetings and performance

had a large impact on the organizations, helping

reviews, and were integrated into trainings for

staff look at their organizations holistically, and

new and newly promoted employees. As a result,

raising expectations around and interest in culti-

managers became more confident in their roles

vating even greater shared leadership. This led to

and shifted their departmental culture so that

other inclusive processes, such as larger leader-

staff no longer expected the executive director

ship teams and regular staff meetings to reflect on

to resolve all their challenges.

results and discuss decisions.

But sharing responsibility does not always
make things better. Sometimes the “right balance”

Organizational Restructuring

means less sharing. If an individual is unable or

Several groups began their shared leadership

unwilling to handle leadership responsibilities,

efforts by restructuring their organizations. East

the executive director must recognize this and

Yard Communities for Environmental Justice

transparently limit the authority and discretion of

adopted a codirector model. Groups like LAANE

the individual. At one organization, for example,

created and expanded management or leader-

the executive director found that too much

ship teams. Others, like ABC, redefined staff
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Organizations that
successfully diffused
authority and
responsibility underwent

positions and roles to create associate director

At LAANE, for example, staff developed

or similar positions. Both LAANE and ABC also

mutual respect, trust, and accountability among

went through a process to develop shared metrics

leaders and all staff through an intensive, deliber-

of success for teams and individuals. These per-

ate process. LAANE began with a staff retreat to

formance standards made it clear that each indi-

develop a vision for shared leadership, and has

vidual was responsible for leadership; that the

since engaged in strategic planning, conducted

entire staff was responsible for defining, achiev-

staff trainings on supervision and meeting facili-

ing, and evaluating success;and that programs

tation, developed written protocols and proce-

and departments were interconnected.

dures, hired a human resources director to provide
executive coaching, and expanded its leadership

Changes in Communication and in
Decision-Making Processes

team. Who is involved in decision making, on

Participants began with sound management, com-

transparent. This has encouraged staff members to

and intraorganizational

munication, and decision-making processes. With

offer suggestions, question assumptions, and voice

new structures and more leaders, however, these

their concerns, and has fostered an environment

relationships.

protocols needed to be revisited and institutional-

in which disagreements are not taken personally,

ized across the board. Most participants adopted

mistakes are used as learning opportunities, and

one or both of two frameworks—peer coaching

decisions are open to dialogue and debate.

significant shifts in
organizational culture

what issues, and why has been made much more

and crucial conversations—that were introduced
to participants to help structure their conversations regarding feedback, problem solving, and

IV. Reflections on the Value of
Shared Leadership

conflict resolution. 8 Participants used these
frameworks to surface unspoken issues and gen-

While shared leadership has always been

erate agreement around solutions. Some organi-

an integral part of CCA’s organizing model,

zations adopted other communication standards

I learned how to share power but maintain

with similar success.

authority, how to communicate and listen so

Restructuring decision making was quite

staff are making decisions, and how to trans-

challenging for some of the participating orga-

form CCA [into] an organization replete

nizations. Developing common criteria, clarify-

with meaningful delegation, which has pro-

ing who got to make what types of decisions,

vided a positive environment and cohesive

and following a consistent process for decision

sense of morale within the organization.

making was difficult for two reasons: first, staff

—Juan Uranga, Center for Community Advocacy

were used to deferring to one or a few leaders;
second, these leaders were used to making

Developing shared leadership takes focus and

“bigger” decisions. Nevertheless, organizations

energy. Despite the economic and political

overcame these obstacles and found ways to

climate, most organizations participating in

share decision making. For instance, the Center

the initiative were able to create the structures,

on Race, Poverty & the Environment (CRPE) held

processes, and relationships that foster systems

an all-staff retreat to discuss criteria for evaluating

thinking and leadership development across all

programs and deciding which campaigns to cut,

staff. These organizations’ leadership capac-

expand, or start, all of which became part of their

ity has expanded, because multiple leaders are

ongoing program development process.

responsible for advancing the organization’s
mission, leaders are more comfortable soliciting
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Changing Organizational Culture and Relationships

and using suggestions from others, and they are

Organizations that successfully diffused author-

more likely to work in partnership with others,

ity and responsibility underwent significant shifts

both inside and outside their organizations. This

in organizational culture and intraorganizational

reduces the stress and potential burnout on the

relationships.

part of executive directors, while helping to
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advance, develop, and retain other staff. The

5. Beverlyn Lundy Allen and Lois Wright Morton, “Gen-

result is a healthy working environment that is

erating Self-Organizing Capacity: Leadership Practices

aligned with democratic values of inclusiveness,

and Training Needs in Non-Profits,” Journal of Exten-

participation, and empowerment. In many cases,

sion 44, no. 6 (2006): article no. 6FEA6, www.joe.org

shared leadership has also led to programmatic

/joe/2006december/a6p.shtml.

changes, and many of the participating organiza-

6. Leslie R. Crutchfield and Heather McLeod Grant,

tions are beginning to think about how to expand

Forces for Good: The Six Practices of High-Impact

the concept of shared leadership to their boards

Nonprofits (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2007).

and allies.

7. Allen and Morton, “Generating Self-Organizing
Capacity”; Patrick Lencioni, Overcoming the Five

N otes
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c o m p e n s at i o n

What Drives Nonprofit Executive Compensation?
by Peter Frumkin, PhD, and Elizabeth K. Keating, CPA, PhD
Ever since the
professionalization of
the nonprofit sector

Editors’ note: This article is adapted from “The Price of Doing Good: Executive Compensation in

that took place thirty

Nonprofit Organizations,” an article by the authors published in the August 2010 issue (volume

years ago, nonprofit

accessed at www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S144940351000024X.

29, issue 3) of Policy and Society, an Elsevier/ ScienceDirect publication. The original report can be

W

executive salary has
been influenced by
business compensation
concepts—but
for-profit pay
practices cannot be
indiscriminately applied

hen it comes to attracting and

fulfillment. Nonprofit managers have also sought

retaining talented leaders, the

“comparable pay” with business managers.2

setting of executive compensa-

Also influential is the fact that the benchmark-

tion packages has posed con-

ing of salaries of nonprofit and business execu-

tinuing challenges to nonprofits since the 1980s.

tives has become more prevalent—encouraged

These challenges relate to the professionalization

in the United States by a new set of IRS regula-

of the sector, the increasing desire to measure

tions allowing sanctions and fines to be levied on

and reward success, and the need to retain and

nonprofit organizations that pay their executives

promote the most talented managers.

excessive compensation relative to similar non-

Due to commercialization and increased com-

profit and for-profit firms.3 Fully implemented in

petition from for-profit and other nonprofit provid-

2002, these new regulations allowed for cross-

really powers executive

ers, the thinking around executive compensation

sector comparisons, and set standards and pro-

pay in the sector?

practices has changed significantly over this

cedures for justifying compensation levels in

period. Some nonprofits have shifted from fixed

nonprofit organizations. For many nonprofits,

As it turns out,

salaries to ones containing a variable cash-com-

however, increasing executive compensation

size does matter.

pensation component based on fundraising, cost

remains prohibitive due to budgetary and moral

reductions, or specific programmatic outcomes.

constraints.

to nonprofits. So what

1

However, these plans have met with resistance
because they tend to focus heavily on financial

So what really affects salary levels for nonprofit executives?

measures of nonprofit performance rather than

The short answer seems to be organizational

on the social dimensions—namely, mission

size. According to our research findings, in most
parts of the nonprofit world you will find a base

P eter F rumkin , PhD, is professor of public affairs and

rate of pay that increases in direct proportion (in

director of the RGK Center for Philanthropy and Com-

most cases) to every $1000 of operating expenses.

munity Service at the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public

To better understand nonprofit compensation

Affairs, University of Texas at Austin;E lizabeth K.

practices, we tested three main competing expla-

K eating , CPA, PhD, is a lecturer at Boston College and

nations. First, we considered whether executive

Boston University.

compensation in nonprofits is a function of the
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size of the organization. Second, we examined

from the possible increased efficiency that such

the prevalence of pay-for-financial-performance in

information might make possible.9

this sector. Third, we looked at the role of liquid-

The third theme relates to the independence

ity, or “free cash flow,” and examined its effect

and relative power of the board.10 In situations

on compensation. The second and third tests are

where the board is not independent or is weak,

particularly important in the nonprofit context:

CEOs may be highly compensated due to poor

if a strong association exists between compen-

oversight or collusion. In either case, the control

sation and financial performance or liquidity, it

systems designed to protect the interests of share-

would challenge the effectiveness of the nondis-

holders fail. Some research has also considered

tribution constraint, a standard that prohibits the

the relative power and influence of sharehold-

influenced by the

paying out of excess earnings and requires instead

ers in an attempt to understand board decision

concepts underlying

their application to advancing the mission of the

making.11 Recent compensation studies have been

organization.

primarily practitioner focused, with salary ranges

Since one of our
assumptions was that
nonprofit executive
pay concepts are being

business pay, we first
looked at the factors
that determine CEO
pay in business.

and averages reported, making it difficult to attri-

For-Profit CEO Compensation

bute reasons for differences.12

Since one of our assumptions was that nonprofit

The conceptual framework for business remu-

executive pay concepts are being influenced by

neration, however, cannot be directly applied to

the concepts underlying business pay, we first

nonprofits, since they must, by law, observe a

looked at the factors that determine CEO pay in

nondistribution constraint. And, if they adhere

business.

to this constraint, neither liquidity nor financial

The extensive body of research in this area
reveals three general themes. First, compensa-

performance should—in principle at least—result
in higher pay.

tion studies consistently find a link between the
size of the company and executive compensation.4

Findings

Faced with considerable uncertainty, companies

We did not examine the question of board over-

pay CEOs based on the scope of their responsibili-

sight in our study, focusing instead on size, perfor-

ties and the amount of resources they are charged

mance, and liquidity. We went into the project with

with managing. Herbert A. Simon’s early expla-

some conjectures, namely that (1) CEOs manag-

nation of this phenomenon was that firms use

ing large nonprofits will earn more than CEOs at

compensation to distinguish between different

smaller organizations, (2) nonprofit CEO pay will

managerial levels, and since large firms have more

not be based on the financial performance of the

levels, they tend to pay their leaders more than

organization, and (3) nonprofit CEO compensa-

smaller and less hierarchical companies. Sub-

tion will not be determined by liquidity or free

sequently, extensive empirical work has demon-

cash flows.

5

strated that managers earn more when they have
been entrusted with leading large companies.6
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The sample data used in our analysis originate
from the annual IRS Form 990 nonprofit tax filings

Second, many studies have examined the link

for the period of 1998 through 2000. At the outset

between a company’s financial performance and

of our analysis, we ran pooled sector-wide regres-

executive pay. Some have found a connection to

sions to understand the overall relation between

profitability, although many other studies have

compensation and the explanatory variables. The

concluded that firm performance is not a key

sector-wide regressions were then compared to

driver of CEO compensation.7 Researchers also

determine if one hypothesis accounted for sig-

focused on relative performance evaluation, and

nificantly more of the variance in compensation.

tested whether CEO pay decisions were driven

To control for firm dependence, we assessed the

by the performance of a manager compared to

statistical significance of individual variables

his or her peers in a given field.8 One reason why

using a t-test, which assesses whether the means

boards might take into consideration the com-

of two groups are statistically different from each

pensation decisions of other companies stems

other. To assess the relative explanatory power of
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groups of variables, we used the Vuong test, which

associated with fixed assets. These organiza-

evaluates whether the difference in the explana-

tions include primary and secondary schools, as

tory power of two regression models is statisti-

well as colleges and universities. Unlike the arts

cally significant.13 For our dependent variables, we

CEOs, educational leaders are better compen-

used three different measures of compensation:

sated when their organizations have growth in

CEO salary, CEO benefits, and total CEO compen-

contributions but not when they are more admin-

sation (which simply combines executive salary

istratively efficient.

and benefits).14

Since the nonprofit
industry is quite
heterogeneous,

To test our first hypothesis, we relied on two

Health

variables: lagged total fixed assets and lagged total

Due to the competition in the health subsector

we explored the

program expenses. We chose total fixed assets as

between for-profit and nonprofit firms, one might

a proxy for scale of operations and total program

expect that compensation would be more heavily

compensation question

expenses as a measure of the annual budget.15 To

weighted toward the pay-for-performance vari-

in the major subsectors:

test our second hypothesis, we developed two

ables. Instead, we found that CEO compensation

variables associated with pay-for-performance

in this subsector is strongly related to organiza-

arts, education, health,

compensation: administrative efficiency and

tional size. It is weakly tied to administrative effi-

dollar growth in contributed revenue. To test our

ciency, and is not significantly related to growth in

third hypothesis, we selected three variables that

contributions. From these results, we concluded

determine whether an organization is cash con-

that compensation in the health subsector is

strained or has free cash flows: lagged commercial

not closely tied to classic pay-for-performance

revenue, liquid assets to expenses measure, and

measures.

16

investment portfolio to total assets measure.17

human services,
“other,” and religion.

With regard to free cash flows, we found that

Since the nonprofit industry is quite heteroge-

the sensitivity of CEO remuneration to increases

neous, we explored the compensation question

in the commercial revenue share is highest in

in the major subsectors: arts, education, health,

the health subsector. Health CEO remuneration

human services, “other,” and religion.18

is also quite sensitive to the relative size of the
endowment. We found no significant relation

Arts

between health CEO compensation and liquidity.

The compensation of arts CEOs increases more

Overall, the organization-size variables explain a

rapidly relative to program expenses than in the

greater portion of the variation in pay in the health

other subsectors, and the remuneration of arts

subsector than the pay-for-performance and free

CEOs is negatively associated with commercial

cash flow variables combined.

revenue share. This stands in contrast to the
positive relation of this factor in the remaining

Human Services and “Other”

subsectors.

CEO compensation in the human-services and

Greater administrative efficiency, higher

“other” subsectors exhibit considerable similari-

liquidity, and a more extensive endowment are

ties in the magnitude of the coefficients. Total

associated with higher compensation, but gen-

program expenses are significantly related to

erating additional contributions is not. Overall,

compensation, with a $10–$11 gain in compensa-

the organizational-size variables explain a sub-

tion for each $1,000 increase in program expenses.

stantially greater proportion of the variation in

In neither case are total fixed assets significantly

compensation for arts CEOs than the other two

associated with remuneration. CEOs in both sub-

factors combined.

sectors can expect to be financially rewarded for
greater administrative efficiency and when the

Education

share of commercial revenue is higher and the rel-

While arts executive pay is closely related to

ative size of the investment portfolio is larger. One

program expenses, CEOs at educational institu-

striking difference is that CEOs in the other sub-

tions receive compensation that is significantly

sectors receive substantially higher compensation
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when contributions are increased, while CEOs

organizational size, rather than to performance.

of human-service providers oddly receive sig-

Hence, the existing regulations may not be par-

nificantly lower compensation when liquidity is

ticularly effective in identifying either absolute

higher. In both subsectors, the organizational-size

levels of compensation that are too high or orga-

variables had more power to explain compensa-

nizations that are violating the spirit of the non-

tion than the other two variable groups combined.

distribution constraint.

Religion

the enduring performance-measurement quandary

Compensation for religious leaders differs sub-

that confronts so many nonprofit organizations.

stantially from the other sectors. First, “base” pay

We believe that nonprofits may rely on organi-

decisions, drawing on

and both organizational-size variables are insig-

zational size to make compensation decisions,

free cash flows when

nificant. In the area of pay-for-performance, the

drawing on free cash flows when available, rather

regression results indicate that compensation is

than addressing the challenge of defining, quanti-

available, rather than

not directly associated with growth in contribu-

fying, and measuring the social benefits that they

tions. More unusually, it is negatively related to

produce. Nonprofits typically produce services

addressing the challenge

administrative efficiency. In one regard, the CEOs

that are complex and that generate not only direct

of religious organizations are similar to their coun-

outputs but also indirect, long-term, and societal

terparts: their compensation is significantly asso-

benefits. These types of services often make it

ciated with the commercial-revenue share and

difficult to both develop good outcome measures

the relative size of the investment portfolio. For

and establish causality between program activity

CEOs of this subsector, the size hypothesis was

and impact. In the absence of effective metrics of

most strongly supported, but it did not dominate

social performance and mission accomplishment,

the other two hypotheses combined.

many organizations rely on other factors in setting

We believe that
nonprofits may rely on
organizational size to
make compensation

of defining, quantifying,
and measuring the
social benefits that
they produce.

One final implication of our analysis bears on

compensation. Perhaps, once better measures of

Conclusions

mission fulfillment are developed and actively

We found that nonprofit CEOs are paid a base

implemented, nonprofits will be able to structure

salary, and many CEOs also receive additional

CEO compensation in ways that provide appro-

pay associated with larger organizational size.

priate incentives to managers who successfully

Our results indicate that while pay-for-perfor-

advance the missions of nonprofit organizations,

mance is a factor in determining compensation,

while respecting the full legal and ethical implica-

it is not prominent. In fact, in all the subsectors

tions of the nondistribution constraint.

we studied, CEO compensation is more sensitive
to organizational size and free cash flows than
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c o m p e n s at i o n

Do nonprofit employees deserve a fair wage, or should they be satisfied with less than their for-profit counterparts
because they’re in the business of helping others? Dr. Paul Light of the Washington Post has looked at salary setting
in all three sectors, and here he reviews some of the social forces affecting our thinking about public/nonprofit
sector executive salary, and the public’s reactions to what they perceive to be nonprofit salaries that are overly high.

Sources of Attitudes on Nonprofit Compensation:

A Conversation with Paul Light
by Jon Pratt, JD, MPA

Editors’ note: Recently, NPQ contributing editor Jon Pratt sat down with NYU’s Dr. Paul Light to talk
about social attitudes about compensation in public service jobs. In his usual integrative style, Light
provides an excellent overview of the frameworks Americans use when they think about executive pay.
This follows a string of articles and commentaries on concepts of nonprofit compensation by Lester
Salamon, Tom Pollack, and Rick Cohen, which continue to provide strategic guidance in the area. Light
is the Paulette Goddard Professor at the Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service at New
York University and an online columnist for the Washington Post. He is also author of, most recently,
Driving Social Change: How to Solve the World’s Toughest Problems (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2011).

J

on Pratt: Recently, Charities Review Council

• “Don’t know” (10 percent agreed).

of Minnesota conducted a public opinion

What do you think these responses say

poll that asked 800 people in Minnesota

about the public’s understanding of nonprofit

to pick a statement that best described

compensation?

their view of nonprofit pay. The choices were:
• “Employees of charities should receive wages

Paul Light: Well, it suggests that 42 percent, or a

comparable to for-profit employees” (42

substantial minority of Minnesotans, believe that

percent agreed);

nonprofit employees deserve a fair wage, and that’s

• “Employees should be paid less than their

a positive. But when you get to the next group that

for-profit counterparts but enough to earn a

says they should be paid less, and to the group that

living” (34 percent agreed);

says no more than a stipend—which, combined,

• “Employees should be drawn to their work

is the majority—it demonstrates a real problem.

out of a commitment and paid no more than

There may be an element of the “vow of poverty”

a stipend” (14 percent agreed); and

theory among the ones who think this way. And
I’ll bet if you had asked the whole group whether

J on P ratt , JD, MPA, is the executive director of the Min-

executive directors should be paid the same as

nesota Council of Nonprofits and a contributing editor to

corporate CEOs, the answer would have been

the Nonprofit Quarterly.

emphatically no!
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But your survey pretty much reinforces the

oversight bodies have developed very transparent

results of a survey I conducted in 2008 with

structures of grades, ladders, and steps. Govern-

a national sample, where we asked, “Do you

ment compensation has been a major news item

think that the heads of charitable organizations

in 2011, with a wave of freezes, reductions, and

are paid too much, too little, or just right?” The

public criticism of government salaries, pension

number who said “too little” was 4 or 5 percent;

benefits, and collective bargaining rights for

the number who said “too much” was in the high

public employees. The governors of Wisconsin,

40s. The 40 percent who say “too much” has been

Ohio, Indiana, and New Jersey each made this a

pretty steady over time, suggesting that many

major issue. What do you see as the implications

Americans believe that employees of charitable

for nonprofit compensation?

organizations should take a discount or pay cut
because they’ve signed on to help others.

PL: Most of the public says that federal employees
are just paid too much, and there’s a lot of false

JP: A frequent comparison group for reasonable-

information out there about that, based on aver-

ness of nonprofit compensation is government

ages of what federal employees get versus what

pay scales, where civil service systems and public

private employees get. The gross generalizations
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fuel the public’s notion that the federal govern-

a reasonable way of setting nonprofit salaries in

ment wastes a great deal of money, which is built

the midst of an overall salary picture that does not

on anger toward Washington and toward govern-

make a lot of sense. Let’s benchmark contractor,

ment in general.

nonprofit, and private salaries on government pay,

It’s a frustrating paradox
that Congress doesn’t
care very much about
how much private
CEOs—corporate

and you’ll see an immediate effort to bump up govJP: Congress and the IRS have increased atten-

ernment pay, or at least introduce some perspec-

tion on nonprofit compensation. Nonprofit

tive to the debate. The president of the U.S. makes

organizations with employees paid more than

$400,000 a year running a multitrillion dollar opera-

$150,000 are required to provide supplemental

tion. Hello? That makes the claim that a $1 million

information about compensation on Schedule J.

salary is essential for the CEO in charge of a $3
billion nonprofit somewhat less credible, no?

PL: It’s a frustrating paradox that Congress doesn’t

A lot of this is political football. Recently,

care very much about how much private CEOs—

New Jersey Governor Chris Christie demanded

if it’s in the private

corporate CEOs—make. Basically, if it’s in the

a cap on nonprofit salaries paid through state

private sector, we’re not going to worry too much

contracts, which is nothing more than a sop to

sector, we’re not going to

about it. But if it’s in government or nonprofit-

the Tea Party.

CEOs—make. Basically,

worry too much about it.
But if it’s in government
or nonprofit-land,
it’s fair game.

land, it’s fair game.
JP: And Governor Christie has also launched
JP: One interesting part of the Schedule J, which

a major battle taking on teachers unions. Is

is required for these highly compensated indi-

this anti-tax, small-government movement just

viduals, is Part 1A, which requires organiza-

fiercer now, or is there an ongoing trend of hos-

tions to check whether they’re paying for personal

tility toward governments, and, perhaps indi-

services as part of their compensation—services

rectly, nonprofits, about how they compensate

described as “maid, chauffeur or chef.”

their employees?

PL: These questions are often related to a specific

PL: Anger against public servants has been around

scandal, not unlike the presidential appointments

from the very beginning. You can go back to the

process, which now has almost 300 questions on

1800 presidential election, where Thomas Jefferson

a nominee’s personal and financial history. Every

ran the first “war on waste” campaign in Ameri-

time you get a scandal, you add a new question.

can history. He won office in part by promising a

So, we’ve got domestic workers on the forms as

smaller, leaner government, and by arguing that

the result of scandals early on in the Bush admin-

there were too many federal employees, and they

istration and, earlier, with Zoë Baird and Kimba

were sucking up too much money, and there was

Wood, in the Clinton administration. These items

too much corruption. It’s been around for a long

can generate material for a congressional inves-

time, and historically that’s led to salary compres-

tigation or a nice hot one-off hearing, where you

sion at the top of the salary chart.

bring up the CEO of the nonprofit and really take
him or her to task.

JP: What should an individual nonprofit do to
educate its own public about its compensation

JP: There’s been some concern at the federal level

approach?

that this kind of scrutiny, public exposure, and
salary limit inhibits the ability of government or

PL: Be clear about how the organization makes

nonprofits to compete for talent. Has this inhib-

salary determinations. Unfortunately, it’s an opaque

ited compensation, or do organizations just

process in most organizations. The comparisons

charge ahead and make their decisions on their

are not clearly defined by class, let alone by spe-

own management judgment?

cific organization. So, you use these market-basket
approaches, where you’re throwing in private com-

PL: The problem is that we’ve got to come up with
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throwing in other nonprofits, and you’re trying to

Government has a relatively flat slope; business has

figure out some methodology for saying that your

a steeper hierarchy. . . . Where should nonprofits be?

CEO deserves extra. Why?
That’s the first step, and if you want to use

PL: In government, the top-to-bottom ratio is

deferred compensation and you want to use perfor-

oftentimes in the 3:1 to 5:1 range. In the private

mance bonuses, say it. And, tell your supporters,

sector, it can be 100:1 or 200:1, depending on the

your givers—Charity Navigator and others—how

size of the firm and the compensation policy.

you arrived at your figure, and put it out there.

Some argue that top-level salaries in some of
our most prestigious, well-known nonprofits are

I think the nonprofit
sector has an obligation
to get the very best

JP: If you look at a 990 form, it says, “Please

out of synch with frontline salaries, and that the

talent it can at the

explain how you came up with your compensa-

nonprofit sector should be governed by a more

tion.” Often, what organizations report in their

egalitarian ratio.

most reasonable cost

990s is that they used market information, or

I think the nonprofit sector has an obliga-

a compensation consultant, and then the board

tion to get the very best talent it can at the most

made the decision on the basis of that. Would you

reasonable cost appropriate to its role in the

like to see more disclosure about what’s in the

public service—more broadly defined. Yet you

comparison, such as identifying the comparable

can’t simply say, “We’ve got to pay whatever the

types of organizations?

market demands, and that’s the only criteria we

appropriate to its role
in the public service—
more broadly defined.

can use.” There is a perceived public obligation
PL: Yes, you could start with a simple pie chart

that shows in the discount to keep in touch with

showing how many organizations you used in

the real world that you’re trying to serve. When

the benchmarking, how many were private, how

you look at ratios, you could go with the ratio of

many were nonprofit, and how many were govern-

the top job in the organization to the frontline job

ment. I suspect that the percent from government

in the organization, but you also need to factor in

would be near zero, and I suspect that the share

the kinds of people you’re serving. To what extent

of private firms might be as high as 50 percent. If

does a nonprofit grow slowly out of touch with its

you don’t list individual firms, at least you should

community, its mission, by building up a robust

list the industries and revenue streams within the

market-sensitive compensation system?

comparison group.

Some people argue that we’ve got to make
an opportunity for more business executives

JP: How about the middle and bottom of the scale

to come in, because nonprofits should be run

for nonprofits? Government adopts a relatively

like businesses. I disagree with the assumption

flat compensation model. Should the range from

that somehow business people are going to be

top to bottom for nonprofits be similar to that of

more rigorous or they’re going to do things in a

government?

more disciplined fashion than a top-flight nonprofit executive who’s already run a successful

PL: We have to be clearer about what the market

organization.

basket should look like, and have a good solid

I don’t think you have to take that vow of

debate about what’s fair. If we continue to com-

poverty, but at the same time I wonder if the

press nonprofit salaries by comparing them to

sector isn’t obligated to set itself out there

government salaries, you just suck up all that

as being more a part of the community that it

anti-government fever into that comparison. But,

serves—obligated by basic issues of fairness to

if you don’t use those kinds of comparisons and

set reasonable market-sensitive pay, but also stay

you benchmark against private firms and so forth,

in touch with the world we serve.

you’re going to get that sentiment in there.
To comment on this article, write to us at feedback@

JP: What about the slope—the ratio between

npqmag.org. Order reprints from http://store.nonprofit

senior managers and frontline service providers?

quarterly.org, using code 180208.
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talent development

If we continue to ignore the need for developing academic fundraising programs to
properly train and accredit future fundraisers, we cannot expect giving to budge
beyond its current level, which for decades has remained stuck at the incredibly
low level of roughly 2 percent of the GDP. As the authors put it, “Participation
is not the same as achievement,” and if we wish to bring fundraising into the
twenty-first century, it is up to us as a sector to bring fundraising education
to a level that reflects—and evolves—how fundraisers operate today.

Fundraising Education:
A Fork in the Road?

I

by Adrian Sargeant, PhD, and Jen Shang, PhD
n educational terms , the profession of fun -

Marketing has come a long way. Employers

draising is currently where the profession

now recognize and value high-quality degree pro-

of marketing was some thirty years ago.

grams that expose their graduates to the latest

Employers rarely demanded a formal mar-

examples of best practice. In addition, some of

keting qualification of their new recruits, and

the truly great ideas that have shaped the profes-

the one or two degrees that were then available

sion have come not from marketers but rather

were seen as somehow unnecessarily academic,

the research conducted by the academics that

“ivory tower,” and completely divorced from

serve that profession and help shape its thinking.

the realities of professional practice. All you

Individuals with degrees from the top schools are

needed to be an effective marketer was to be a

now highly sought after, not only because of what

good “people person,” and any training you might

the degrees say about the individual’s qualities

require could either be provided on the job or at

but also because employers are eager to leverage

the occasional conference, because there was no

what graduates have learned, in order to benefit

formal or agreed-upon knowledge base that you’d

their organizations. The days when you could just

be expected to master.

walk in off the street into a senior marketing role
are, thankfully, gone forever.

A drian S argeant , P h D, is the Robert F. Hartsook Pro-

The picture in fundraising isn’t so rosy. There

fessor of Fundraising at the School of Public and Envi-

are only a handful of institutions offering rel-

ronmental Affairs, Indiana University; J en S hang , P h D,

evant master’s level courses, and, quite incred-

is an assistant professor and philanthropic psychologist

ibly, there is nothing at the undergraduate level.

at the School of Public and Environmental Affairs and the

It beggars belief that there is now nowhere in

Center on Philanthropy at Indiana University.

the United States that a talented young person,
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Just as with any other
profession, there should
be a substantive bar
to entry—one that

eager for a career in fundraising, can pursue a

What, for example, would we expect a compe-

dedicated degree with that focus. There are a

tent grantwriter to know—what skills should this

plethora of institutions that offer an occasional

knowledge underpin? What would we expect a

course module, but none that offers a dedicated

direct-response fundraiser to know, and again—

degree that would prepare a bright young person

what skills should this knowledge underpin? No

for entry to our profession.

one is specifying this level of detail. Little wonder,

Why? Well, just as with marketing thirty years

then, that fundraising education and training is of

ago, fundraising isn’t looked upon as a proper

such variable quality, and that fundraisers are still

profession. It’s viewed as “easy”—something that

being exposed to the same tired old ideas now

pretty much anyone can do, irrespective of educa-

well past their sell-by date.

can be surmounted

tional background or attainment. If we are serious

It is long past time for the sector to move on.

(at least in part) by

about our claim to a profession, that perception is

Giving in the United States has remained stub-

something we need to change, and change swiftly.

bornly static, at around 2 percent of GDP for as

progression through

Just as with any other profession, there should be

long as anyone can remember. Americans are

a substantive bar to entry—one that can be sur-

routinely generous with their resources, but they

a properly accredited

mounted (at least in part) by progression through

are apparently no more generous today than their

a properly accredited degree program.

parents, grandparents, or even great-grandparents

degree program.
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Not only do we lack a depth of academic pro-

were. Upping the quality of fundraising education

vision, our sector is also awash with low-quality

could make a tangible difference in this pattern of

training programs based largely on fundraising

behavior by dramatically improving the quality of

folklore and the illusion of best practice. To raise

the experience that donors have when they give

the level of what is on offer, trainers need guid-

and by ensuring that they optimize the utility of

ance from our professional bodies with respect

their giving.

to what they should teach and to whom. Certifi-

So what needs to happen? In our view we

cation is also an issue. Certificates that proudly

should begin by mapping out the variety of roles

proclaim “knowledge” to employers are routinely

that fundraisers typically perform. Over the past

awarded for mere participation in a class rather

fifty years, fundraisers have increasingly begun

than genuine achievement, with the resulting

to specialize, and that needs to be reflected in the

confusion in the marketplace. Participation is not

routes to our academic qualification and certifi-

the same as achievement, and we must facilitate

cation. We now have fundraisers who specialize

employers’ ability to easily distinguish between

in grantwriting, community fundraising, major

the two.

gift, direct response, new media, etc. The skills

The issue of systemically poor-quality provi-

these individuals should possess and the knowl-

sion is tougher to address. Unfortunately, none of

edge that would allow them to perform these

the major professional organizations in the U.S.

roles are very specific. They must all be defined

fundraising field have as yet delineated an up-to-

and then updated on a regular basis, integrating

date and detailed body of knowledge that they

emerging new ideas from professional practice,

would expect every competent member of their

but also drawing on the very latest academic

profession to know. As a sector we do, of course,

research. The resulting standards could then

have the Certified Fund Raising Executive (CFRE)

form the basis of job descriptions, appraisals,

credential, but in truth this too fails to provide an

and reward/recognition systems, and—criti-

adequate level of detail. The credentialing body,

cally—could also be used to identify individual

CFRE International, expects fundraisers to dem-

training and development needs.

onstrate a knowledge of giving behavior and

As an overall framework, these standards

direct mail, for instance, but nowhere are these

might then inform the syllabi of educational and

standards defined, leaving trainers the scope to

training programs, both at the undergraduate and

sink back to the lowest common denominator in

the postgraduate level around the United States.

what they choose to deliver.

Educational providers could certainly continue
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have fundraising tracks that are accessible not
only to an academic audience but also to fundraising professionals. There are highly specialized new fields beginning to emerge, too, such
as philanthropic psychology, which has already
generated results in increasing giving. All these
developments have aided in the accumulation of
a meaningful body of knowledge that, while academically rigorous, can now add genuine practical value for practitioners.
As a profession, we should be working to
encourage educational providers to take an

As a profession, we
should be working to
encourage educational
providers to take an
interest in our field

to deliver whatever they wish, but only properly

interest in our field and open up access to this

and open up access

accredited programs would provide automatic

knowledge. As a sector, we should also be raising

access to the profession and its associated cre-

our profile, campaigning for every nonprofit man-

to this knowledge.

dentials. This would have the effect of compelling

agement program in the country to include at

educational providers to “up their game” to meet

least one course on fundraising. At present, only

the needs of our modern profession, and help reas-

around 40 percent of such courses in the United

sure employers that sponsoring their employees’

States offer this provision, which means that

attendance would genuinely benefit both the par-

60 percent of students in the field will graduate

ticipant and the organization. Think what a differ-

knowing nothing about the so-called “easy” topic

ence it would make if every fundraiser knew the

of fundraising.

three key drivers of donor loyalty and/or drivers of

Increasing provision at the graduate level

trust in an organization, why they matter, and the

would undoubtedly be a positive step forward,

practical steps that could be taken to build them.

but let’s also see what can be done at the under-

Think too about the difference it could make if

graduate level to try to get to the point in the

every fundraiser understood the social context

coming decade where at least a dozen or so

of fundraising and how, by simply changing the

campuses across the nation offer a degree that

words in their solicitation to provide donors with

would promote entry to our profession. We can

social information, they could increase the value

then encourage bright young people to consider

of giving by an average of over 10 percent.

what might be an immensely rewarding career,

Unfortunately, many practitioners have been

and steer them in the right direction.

burned by their experience of trying to learn

We also need to draw a firmer distinction in the

from academics, discovering that their academic

minds of employers between fundraising train-

counterparts failed to understand their real-world

ing and formal academic fundraising education.

situation, or simplified real-world situations to

Both have their merits, but they are different.

such an extent that their elegant theories were

Take for the sake of argument a training session

of no practical relevance. As a consequence, aca-

that is designed to explore the use of emotion in

demic research has frequently failed to address

appeals. In most training scenarios, participants

the questions that frontline fundraisers urgently

are not required to complete any specific read-

need answered. But things are changing.

ings before attending the class, so they will typi-

The International Journal of Nonprofit and

cally start from a zero base. They might begin by

Voluntary Sector Marketing is one of a number

brainstorming all the emotions that could possibly

of academic journals that now routinely publish

be used in aid of fundraising. A list of ten emo-

fundraising research. Major academic confer-

tions including happiness, sadness, and guilt are

ences, such as the Academy of Management and

the usual suspects that would probably find their

the Association for Research on Nonprofit Orga-

way onto most discussion boards. Depending on

nizations and Voluntary Action (ARNOVA), now

the instructor’s background or the audience’s
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Agreeing on standards
and investing in rigorous
educational programs
is the logical first

experience, participants in these training courses

are laying out all the key factors that may prevent

might then share their own “best practice” experi-

an outcome from being replicated. Since all the

ences or anecdotes demonstrating the kinds of

conditions are disclosed, students can monitor

emotions that can generate higher revenue. Most

and modify the factors suited to their situation

of the time, details are highly simplified and few

and replicate the outcome without necessarily

precise figures are provided. If the instructor is

replicating the procedure. This is so students will

relatively experienced, participants might then go

leave an academic program having the ability to

on to summarize the similarities of the successful

create their own success rather than being able

cases in terms of the communication media used

to articulate just the vaguest of generalizations.

(for example, face-to-face or online), the people

Although we are only at the beginning of the

step toward bringing

involved (for example, male or female donors),

push to design such educational programs, both

fundraising into the

and the context (for example, raising annual gift

within the professional fundraising community

or bequest). In many situations, however, even

and within universities and graduate schools,

this low level of abstraction is not reached. There

the movement is underway. The Center on Phi-

is rarely any discussion on:

lanthropy at Indiana University established the

twenty-first century.

1. Whether the reason why the fundraising

first academic chair in fundraising in 2005, gradu-

practice worked was in fact due to the

ated its first PhD in donor behavior and philan-

emotion being discussed;

thropic psychology in 2008, and is now working

2. The validity of the conclusion (i.e., what

with the Association of Fundraising Profession-

kind of control groups were in place to

als (AFR) to develop a new, knowledge-based

show that the superior practice was indeed

Diploma in Fundraising qualification. American

superior); and

Humanics (the body that assists colleges around

3. How generalizable the approach might be in
other situations.

the United States with curriculum) redeveloped
its fundraising syllabus in 2008, and there are

By contrast, academics do pose these ques-

now fundraising textbooks and associated web

tions, and are concerned that the research they

resources available to students. In Europe, the

introduce meet the requirements of high validity

Institute of Fundraising is currently working on

and reliability. With respect to validity, research-

a new suite of qualifications, and it is already pos-

ers must use experimental or other research

sible in the United Kingdom to access a set of

methods to prove that what they say is causing

occupational standards for fundraising as well

the effect is indeed what is causing the effect,

as an associated body of knowledge.

ruling out other possible factors. With respect to

These are just a selection of recent develop-

reliability, researchers must use statistical analy-

ments that should mark a turning point in fun-

sis to disclose the exact conditions under which

draising education. As we said at the outset, we

each effect is found, and the probability that it

are only just now setting out on a journey begun

can be replicated. When doing so, researchers

by the profession of marketing over thirty years
ago. We’ve a long way to go to catch up, but in our
view it’s a journey well worth making. We owe it
to our donors and to ourselves to provide the best
possible experience that we can—and if we want
to grow giving, the profession must evolve. Agreeing on standards and investing in rigorous educational programs is the logical first step toward
bringing fundraising into the twenty-first century.
To comment on this article, write to us at feedback@
npqmag.org. Order reprints from http://store.nonprofit
quarterly.org, using code 180209.
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t a l e n t e d u c at i o n

The Good, the Bad,
and the Ugly
of 360° Evaluations
by Michelle Gislason and Marissa Tirona, JD
In order to accomplish
a successful 360°
evaluation, organizations
should—among other
factors—have a clear
purpose and strategy
going in, properly
educate staff and board
on the process and goals
of the assessment, and
ensure assessors are
credible. But perhaps
most fundamental to
the process is leaders’
commitment to acrossthe-board evaluation as
well as willingness to be
an integral part of the
enterprise.

B

efore we introduce the reader to the

wonders and significant benefits of the
360° evaluation, we would like to place
a warning label on the whole process—

something like, “Don’t try this at home.” There are
many ways in which a 360° process can go wrong,
and it is generally the result of carelessness on
the part of people who may be well-intentioned
but underinformed about the prerequisites for a
strong 360° process.
Here are a couple of stories that demonstrate
how it can go awry. . . .
Damon recently became the executive director of a small organization focused on sustainable food practices. Although hoping for a fresh
start with Damon at the helm, the board was still
concerned about how staff would work with him,
given that they were not involved in his hiring.
A board member had heard about a 360° assessment, and thought it would be a good way to get
a sense of what staff thought of Damon’s potential as an executive director. They asked staff to

M ichelle G islason is a senior project director at CompassPoint Nonprofit Services; M arissa T irona , JD, is
a senior project director at CompassPoint Nonprofit
Services.
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complete an anonymous survey. Because Damon

reflect the organization’s values and strategies.

was new and staff were unclear about the 360°

A 360° assessment may gather feedback about a

process, they were not sure how to evaluate him.

range of skill types:

The board members met to discuss findings and

Structuring a way to
provide leaders with
honest feedback allows
for a kind of “stopaction” play. Honest

next steps, but didn’t know how to interpret or
present the results. As a result, the feedback was
vague and unhelpful. Damon was disheartened by
the board’s feedback and their inability to assure
him of their confidence in his leadership. He left
the organization a few months later.
Tamara is the human resources manager

• Technical: The ability to develop and manage
complex project budgets;
• Strategic: The ability to make high-quality,
organization-wide decisions;
• Operational: The ability to manage multiple
stakeholders in a complex work process; and
• Relational: The ability to negotiate or
“manage up.”

for an arts education organization. It had been

The assessment includes both quantitative

about five years since the organization had done

(numerical ratings) and qualitative (comments)

the usual barriers to

formal performance reviews, and feedback was

data. Ratings are generally shown in the aggre-

given inconsistently across the board. Tamara

gate; scores from an individual’s supervisor, col-

information about one’s

wanted everyone to get a performance review,

leagues, subordinates, clients, and others are

but didn’t have the time to create a template and

averaged and then compared to the individual’s

train staff on the process. A board member gave

ratings of his or her own performance. Comments

her a copy of the 360° feedback tool his corpora-

are similarly presented in summary fashion, with

tion used, and Tamara instructed the staff on its

key themes and patterns identified.

feedback interrupts

own performance.

use. Knowing the feedback would be anonymous,
some staff used the process as an opportunity to

Living in a Feedback Desert

express frustration with colleagues. As Tamara

Feedback is a critical component of leadership

reviewed the feedback she realized that parts of

development, because only by understanding

it were very negative, and, hoping to preserving

one’s strengths and challenges can a leader

peoples’ feelings, edited out all critical feedback

effectively get things done in an organization.1

before forwarding the reports to the recipients. As

And yet we live in a feedback desert. Our well-

a result, legitimate issues identified by staff were

intentioned efforts to serve our communities and

neither acknowledged nor addressed, resulting

deliver on our missions often come at the price

in staff frustration and then apathy toward the

of sacrificing the kind of feedback that fosters

360° assessment process. The tool went unused

self-awareness and promotes improved perfor-

the following year.

mance. “I have been in this job for three years

In both instances, the organizations mistook

and I have never received any kind of formal

the intent and purpose of the 360° assessment tool

feedback about what I do well and what I don’t,”

and missed opportunities to leverage a process

said a caseworker who provides education and

that has the potential to facilitate staff capacity

support to homeless youth. “I’m not really even

building and foster an environment that supports

sure how I contribute to my organization.” Staff

leadership development.

can feel lost if they do not know what is expected
of them. Without feedback from partners and
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What the 360° Process Is For

collaborators, an individual’s view of his or her

A 360° assessment tool systematically collects

role in an organization will remain static, despite

candid feedback about job performance, skills,

having invested days, weeks, or even months

and behaviors from an individual’s supervisor,

working on a project.

colleagues, subordinates, clients, and other key

Structuring a way to provide leaders with

community stakeholders, as well as from the

honest feedback allows for a kind of “stop-

individual who is being assessed. It identifies

action” play. Honest feedback interrupts the

those leadership and management competencies

usual barriers to information about one’s own

that are critical to the organization’s impact and

performance. It supports “relentless learning,”
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and can enhance leaders’ ability to scan for

assessment tool to be used in the leadership work

new ideas, absorb them, and translate the new

it does with its nonprofit community partners. At

learning into productive action for their orga-

CompassPoint, we use 360° assessments in many

nizations.2 Much has been written about the

of our leadership development programs. And, over

desire of the Millennial Generation (those born

the past five years, managers and leaders from orga-

between 1977 and 1997) for a constant stream

nizations representing various sectors of the non-

of feedback as a way to connect skills-building

profit field—housing, health, human services—have

to a larger purpose.3 Given that Millennials will

used the 360° assessment process to accelerate their

account for nearly half the employees in the

learning and support professional development.

world in a few years, organizations need to have

At its core, the 360°
assessment provides
increased clarity
regarding an individual’s

the feedback this generation requires. Feedback

What Does an Effective 360° Assessment
Process Look Like?

also reinforces collaboration, because the ability

At its core, the 360° assessment provides increased

blind spots and areas

to grow and flourish in one’s workplace requires

clarity regarding an individual’s strengths, and

that colleagues hold up a mirror and reflect back

reveals blind spots and areas for improvement.

for improvement.

one’s behavior and performance.

Effective 360° feedback reflects back to staff the

the skills, systems, and culture in place to deliver

The 360° process provides a framework that

skills that are valued in the organization. The

ensures feedback is received in a balanced way and

ratings, comments, and emphasis that colleagues,

from a variety of stakeholders, a common language

supervisors, subordinates, and other key stake-

for naming the behaviors and skills that reflect an

holders provide should give a clear picture of the

organization’s values, and strategies for improved

behaviors and competencies that make staff effec-

individual performance. As a result, the process

tive members of an organizational team.

promotes a performance-based organizational

Indeed, an effective 360° process gathers

culture. The explicit and unspoken behaviors and

balanced feedback from a wide range of col-

cultural values of an organization can get in the

laborators and partners. Feedback from a single

way of enhanced individual and organizational

source (usually a supervisor) can be biased and

performance. Resistance to giving and receiving

subjective; moreover, the source’s assessment

feedback (“I don’t want to evaluate my colleagues’

is only one view of the staff member’s perfor-

performance” or “Aren’t I effective enough if I’m

mance, because the source does not observe or

out there doing the work?”) can make it difficult

is not affected by all aspects of the staff mem-

for the adaptive learning that must take root for

ber’s behavior. The 360° process systematically

an organization to successfully bring about social

collects opinions about performance, skills, and

change. By demonstrating how performance feed-

behaviors from a wide range of individuals whose

back and reflective self-assessment are critical to

divergent and various vantage points can provide

supporting organizational impact, an organization

fairly comprehensive and well-rounded feedback.

can create a culture of performance that under-

When implemented properly, the tool can surface

girds everything it sets out to do.

themes and patterns emerging from the data that

strengths, and reveals

provide valuable insight to the staff member.

Who Uses 360° Assessment Processes?

Consequently, the 360° process accelerates

An organization’s ability to design and use this type

personal growth and serves as a springboard for

of tool has less to do with the kinds of services it

effective individual development planning. Its

provides or how large a staff it has than it does with

primary function is to increase self-awareness and

the quality of its orientation toward learning, col-

support one’s ability to self-manage. Self-aware-

laboration, and performance accountability. The

ness is foundational to effective leadership devel-

Center for Creative Leadership has developed

opment; it is only in deepening understanding of

extensive 360° assessment tools to complement its

one’s strengths and weaknesses that a leader can

well-respected leadership development programs.

clarify a sense of personal purpose and then align

The Gap Foundation has adapted a corporate 360°

that purpose to organizational decision making
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Figure 1:
Feedback and the Leadership Ripple Effect
Leadership within a Movement

The dearth of specific

Leading within the Community

examples when raters

Leading the Organization,
Program, or Project

don’t want the recipient

Leading (with) Others

to guess who gave

The dearth of specific examples when raters
don’t want the recipient to guess who gave the
evaluation is the biggest drawback to anonymous
feedback. Without specific examples of a person’s
behavior or performance, the recipient has little
to nothing to work with. Also, as Tamara from the
earlier example discovered, anonymous feedback
can create an organizational culture that permits
staff to express frustration with colleagues indirectly. At its worst, anonymous feedback can
provide fuel for personal retribution, and, if tied

the evaluation is the

Leading Yourself

biggest drawback to

to appraisal, may even affect an individual’s compensation or opportunity for promotion.
Another pitfall involves administration of the

anonymous feedback.
This diagram represents the various domains in which leadership
appears. To be effective in any of the four outer domains, leaders must
first be effective in leading themselves, armed with the knowledge of
their talents and limitations and how to manage for them. It is only
with heightened self-awareness that a leader can be more effective
in leading others, the organization, and beyond. As an essential
component of leadership development, feedback can have a ripple
effect on organizations, communities, and entire movements.

tool itself. Who chooses raters and how many are
chosen, how the data is collected and interpreted,
and how the feedback is processed by the recipient and turned into actionable next steps in his or
her professional development planning can make
the difference between a successful or an unsuccessful assessment.
360° assessments can also be costly in terms

and vision. When working with participants from

of staff hours or consultant time. According to

the various leadership development programs

the Center for Creative Leadership, implement-

we create and facilitate, we connect the 360°

ing a 360° initiative is inherently labor-intensive

feedback process to an Individual Development

despite technological advances in data collection

Plan (IDP). Effective IDPs align personal purpose

and reporting.4

with organizational impact, and the information

Finally, it is important that consistency be

a leader gets from the 360° feedback process can

maintained throughout the process, which can

help answer some critical questions:

be a challenge for large organizations. The Center

• What can I do differently that would make the
greatest positive impact in my work?

for Creative Leadership suggests that larger organizations run a pilot first: “Start small, run a pilot,

• What developmental priorities will give me the

and then address the larger numbers. Make sure

greatest leverage in improving my individual

that the first person and the last person going

leadership and management competencies or

through the process will have the same high-

my organization’s performance?

quality experience.”

• What development goals motivate and energize me?
• Will achieving these goals help me to be more
effective in my current position?

Essential Ingredients for a Successful
360° Process
Nonprofit consultant Renee Okamura, who has
assisted organizations and leadership programs in
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The Pitfalls and Drawbacks of 360°
Leadership Assessments

implementing 360° assessments, has said, “I believe

While there can be many benefits for nonprof-

best administered through external leadership

its that engage in 360° assessments, the tool

development programs and with good coaching to

should be used carefully. There are pitfalls to

process the results.” But for those organizations

this particular type of feedback, the primary one

that are unable to engage in a 360° process through

being anonymity.

a neutral third party or program, here are some

they are good tools for individual development,

W W W. N P Q M A G . O R G • S U M M E R 2011

essential ingredients to keep in mind:

another, but Jackie would like to formalize a

• Be clear about your purpose. What outcomes

process that incorporates individual development

do you intend to accomplish with a 360°? Who

planning in order to build and develop leadership

will receive the feedback? How will you use

among her staff (including herself). She does not

it? Is everyone else clear about the intended

want to create an assessment tool from scratch,

outcomes?

but she feels it is important that the tool reflect

• Select an assessment tool that is relevant to the
organization and its needs (see Figure 2, “Buy
or Build?,” on the following page).

her organization’s unique values of collaboration
and consensus-based decision making.
Jackie asks her operations manager, Devin, to

The best 360°
assessments focus on
strengths and talents

• Coach the staff and board in advance on what

research tools that are already built but that can

first and then on areas

to expect from the 360° process, including

be customized. Devin identifies an easy-to-use

how best to process the results with recipients

tool that employs a bar-graph format to compare

needing improvement.

and how to address performance issues and

ratings from different groups, including superi-

broader organizational issues that may surface.

ors, peers, subordinates, and the employee being

• Be sure there is support from positional leader-

rated. It also easily highlights positive blind spots

ship, such as the executive director, board, and

(strengths being underutilized) and negative blind

senior management team. Many suggest that

spots (challenges the participant isn’t aware of),

positional leaders engage in a 360° assessment

summarizes top strengths and challenges, and

process first, to model their commitment to

proposes key questions to consider as well as sug-

and support of the process.

gestions for addressing those questions. Jackie

• Include multiple raters with diverse perspec-

and Devin customize the tool to incorporate ques-

tives to ensure balanced feedback. Some orga-

tions on how staff members make decisions in col-

nizations simply have recipients select their

laborative partnerships, how they communicate

own raters, and some ask that they select with

with others regardless of cultural background,

input from a supervisor. Make sure the raters

and how they facilitate strong networks with key

are credible, and that they are focused on the

stakeholders.

organization’s needs rather than on their individual relationship with the recipient.

Once the tool is ready, Jackie and Devin brief
staff on the process and assist them in determin-

• The best 360° assessments focus on strengths

ing how to select coworkers and other staff as

and talents first and then on areas needing

raters who (1) will provide candid and insight-

improvement. Train staff in how to provide

ful responses, (2) have known recipients profes-

specific appreciative and developmental

sionally for at least six months, (3) have worked

feedback, and provide individual coaching or

closely with them in the recent past, and (4) know

support to assist the recipient in interpreting

their position and work responsibilities. Each

that feedback.

staff member selects a diverse group of raters. The

• Ensure individual and organizational readi-

lists are sent to Devin, who sends an e-mail to the

ness. For instance, does the timing work? If

raters that contains a link to an electronic survey.

the executive director is being evaluated, is

Sarah, a trusted and longtime volunteer with

there a good relationship between the board

a background in human resources, receives and

and the executive director? If staff are being

compiles the results in a neutral and confidential

evaluated, do they trust the people conducting

report with anonymous responses. The follow-

the 360° process?

ing month the reports are sent to staff, who make
appointments with Sarah for hour-long, one-on-

Case Study: Anatomy of a Successful
360° Process

one debriefing.

Jackie is the executive director of a multicultural

be meeting with Sarah. Sarah reviews the report

agency that serves survivors of domestic violence.

with Joshua and helps him to identify trends,

Her staff is comfortable giving feedback to one

answer questions, and pinpoint two or three
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Figure 2: Buy or Build?
There are many 360° tools out there, a good number of which are incredibly expensive and contain extraneous information. Should you
purchase an out-of-the-box assessment tool, or create one from scratch? Consider the following criteria in order to select a tool that fits
your needs.
If you . . .
• are a small to midsize nonprofit;
• are new to the 360° assessment
process; and/or
• have limited human resource
support

. . . then you might consider
purchasing an existing survey
tool or one that is affordable to
customize.

If you . . .
• are a larger nonprofit;
• have the staffing capacity to
implement an intensive feedback
process;
• are familiar with using 360°
assessments; and/or
• have unique organizational needs

. . . then you might consider
building a tool that includes
competencies more tailored to
your needs. For example, an
organization that does advocacy
for transition-age youth may find
that it requires competencies
that address developing strategic
partnerships and alliances or
engaging multiple stakeholders in
a consensus-based culture.

Example: Bank of America’s Neighborhood Excellence
Initiative provides Pfeiffer’s 360° Leadership Practices
Inventory (“LPI 360”) to each participant in their program
(www.lpionline.com). At just over $100 per person, the
tool is relatively affordable.
Example: Several nonprofit organizations have worked
with CustomInsight’s 360° assessment tool (www.
custominsight.com). Assessments can be customized and
are available in a number of languages. Costs vary.
Example: The Center for the Health Professions at the
University of California custom-designed a tool by Censeo
Corporation (www.censeocorp.com/solutions/360degree-feedback.asp), which can be purchased with no,
some, or extensive customization. Costs vary.
Example: Enterprise for High School Students (EHSS)
provided the Lominger Voices 360 survey (www.
lominger.com) as part of their participation in the Gap
Inc. Leadership Initiative. Costs vary, and the debriefing
session must be led by someone who has been certified
by Lominger.

Some 360° tools can be purchased and customized, which might appeal to organizations wanting a tool that has been tested as well as
which can be tailored. But whether you buy or build, keep it simple.

areas of development that are in line with both

When Not to Use 360° Assessments

his motivations and aspirations and his orga-

Not all organizations are ready to use 360° assess-

nizational priorities. Because Joshua has been

ments. For example, it is not recommended to

receiving feedback in other ways at work, the

introduce a 360° process in the middle of a large

360° assessment surfaces few surprises for him.

organizational change such as a merger, downsiz-

Instead, it formalizes and reinforces things that

ing, or executive director transition. Think back

have already been discussed, and highlights a

to Damon’s example. If the person participating

couple of areas where his self-assessment is out

in the 360° process is new to the organization,

of alignment with how others perceive his per-

raters will be unable to adequately assess the

formance. Additionally, it reinforces strengths

individual’s behavior or performance. Similarly,

that Joshua can continue to build and develop.

if there are not enough people who truly under-

Joshua then sets up a meeting with his supervi-

stand the full scope of the individual’s responsi-

sor to discuss the two or three areas of develop-

bilities, it will be difficult to generate a balanced

ment he has identified and create an individual

assessment.

development plan. Joshua’s supervisor was not

You may also want to consider forgoing 360°

privy to his 360° report, but he decides to share

assessments if staff members are experiencing

the feedback with her anyway to ensure they are

survey fatigue from other organizational projects

both on the same page regarding priorities. They

or if they work in an environment where there is

agree on his plan and set up quarterly super

a high degree of mistrust.

visory check-ins.
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have not been properly trained to provide specific

Conclusion

appreciative and developmental feedback or if

As James Kouzes has remarked, “If there is one

you do not have a process in place to accurately

thing leaders can do to understand their own

and objectively summarize the results. Think

behavior, it is the willingness to ask for feed-

back to the example with Tamara. Her inability

back.”6 Without feedback, leaders will not have

to share difficult feedback in a specific and sup-

the most complete picture of what they need to

portive way ultimately undermined the credibility

do to mobilize others to tackle tough challenges.

of the process.

Without feedback, leaders will not know how they
can improve their ability to make strategic deci-

Creating a Culture of Feedback

sions. Without feedback, leaders will be unable to

As we’ve mentioned, 360° assessments are a

recognize when new behaviors, skills, or attitudes

good way to systematically collect candid feed-

are needed, nor will they accept responsibility

back about an individual’s performance, skills,

for developing them.7 But with 360° feedback,

and behaviors. At its best, a 360° assessment

learning can happen. And it is in that space of

should formalize feedback that has already

learning that a leader can develop those short- and

been communicated. Susan Scott, author of

long-term future capabilities that the complex and

Fierce Leadership: A Bold Alternative to the

uncertain landscape we work in demands.

A useful alternative or
complement to a 360°
assessment process
involves creating a
culture of feedback.

Worst “Best” Practices of Business Today,
writes, “Creating real impetus for change

N otes

requires extraordinarily compelling feedback

1. Linda A. Hill and Kent Lineback, “Are You a Good

that is clear, insightful, well thought out, spe-

Boss—or a Great One?” Harvard Business Review,

cific, and delivered face to face by someone

January–February 2011, 125–131.

who has observed us in action long enough and

2. Douglas A. Ready, Jay A. Conger, and Linda A.

thoughtfully enough to tell us something about

Hill, “Are You a High Potential?” Harvard Business

ourselves.” But, as Scott explains, while anony-

Review, June 2010, 78–84.

mous feedback may be useful in some instances

3. Jeanne C. Meister and Karie Willyerd, “Mentoring

(for example, for staff who feel marginalized

Millennials,” Harvard Business Review, May 2010,

or who fear personal retribution from someone

68–72.

who holds positional power), it can often do

4. Craig T. Chappelow, “360-Degree Feedback,” in The

more harm than good.

Center for Creative Leadership Handbook of Leader-

A useful alternative or complement to a 360°

ship Development, 2nd ed., eds. Cynthia McCauley and

assessment process involves creating a culture

Ellen Van Velsor (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2003),

of feedback. Organizations with feedback cul-

58–84.

tures are fiercely committed to learning and

5. Judith Wilson and Michelle Gislason, Coaching

growth, open communication, and high-trust

Skills for Nonprofit Managers and Leaders: Develop-

working relationships.5 To that end, they invest

ing Others to Achieve Your Mission (San Franciso:

in the skills, systems, and culture needed for

Jossey-Bass, 2010).

feedback to take root. These organizations train

6. James M. Kouzes, “Enduring Truths about Lead-

staff to give specific feedback to one another in

ership in Tough Times” (webinar presented online

an open, constructive, and nondefensive way.

throughout 2009).

They also practice and model those skills by

7. Renée Hultin, “Fundamental 4: Core Leadership Skills

incorporating feedback into both formal and

for Every Career Stage,” in Leading Effectively E-News-

informal supervision meetings. They ensure

letter (2010), Center for Creative Leadership, www.ccl

feedback is both given and received by orga-

.org/leadership/enewsletter/2010/OCTissue.aspx.

nizational decision makers, and they address
trust issues by engaging staff in conversations

To comment on this article, write to us at feedback@

about how power and privilege manifest in their

npqmag.org. Order reprints from http://store.nonprofit

organizations.

quarterly.org, using code 180210.
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Dr. Conflict
by Mark Light, MBA, PhD

As Dr. Conflict succinctly explains, if you don’t ask, you don’t get.
Recognizing your worth and making sure that your employer does too is the first part
of the battle. But a word of caution: it’s never a good idea to lead with a threat.
As the doctor says, “No one wants to negotiate with a terrorist.”

D

all the time in his work as an executive

cynical twist is that by keeping your com-

I am a major-gifts fundraiser

coach. It is a story of unrequited love, of

pensation low, you gain a perverse form

at a large university in the

clueless bosses who neglect the talent

of job security. “The board can’t afford to

Northeast. I have been doing a

right under their noses—or their feet, in

replace me,” is how that goes.

good job while working without a super-

your case. Dr. Conflict found the clues

Why should you be paid what you’re

visor for the past year. My organization

to your solution when he was on the

worth? First, consider the old saying

has finally selected a new supervisor,

advisory committee for a study a few

“You get what you pay for,” which is a

and is making an offer of employment

years back: half of the 2,000 executive

tenet of the social enterprise movement.

to that person this week. This person has

directors surveyed wanted a raise, but

Once an agency stops giving away its ser-

about eighteen months more experience

only one out of four ever asked for one

vices, the recipients are no longer charity

than I do but no management or super-

beyond what was offered. What’s going

cases but rather customers who have

visory experience.

on here? Why do these “Don’t ask, don’t

skin in the game. As such, quality typi-

get” executives behave this way?

cally improves because customers can

ear

D r . C onflict ,

Meanwhile, I have a master’s degree

1

in nonprofit administration. The new

Jan Masaoka, guru par excellence

(and do) vote with their feet. The same

supervisor will be earning close to

at Blue Avocado, tells a story about an

theory applies to the employer-employee

double my salary while I train and

executive who, upon receiving a larger-

relationship.

show this person the ropes, and my

than-expected raise, began worrying

If the employer pays less than an

promotion from assistant director to

about how she was going to come up

employee thinks he or she is worth,

director is yet again delayed. I feel like

with the money to pay for it.2 Dr. Con-

performance degrades accordingly.

walking into the vice president’s office

flict calls this the “Be careful what you

Underpaid people tend to expect less

and demanding a raise or quitting, but

wish for” syndrome. A slightly different

of themselves, waste time griping and

that’s just not realistic, and I truly love

explanation for not asking—a glass-half-

searching for better jobs, feel “kicked-

the organization I work for. But I feel

empty viewpoint—is that the executive

in-the-teeth kind of wronged,” as you put

like I’ve been kicked-in-the-teeth kind

director knows the money’s not out there

it, and are generally chip-on-the-shoulder

of wronged.

to be raised and doesn’t want to put the

unhappy. When it’s “good enough,” com-

budget in the red.

pensation doesn’t motivate performance,

What’s a good fundraiser to do?

A third reason for not asking is that

and it can be quite demotivating when it’s

executive directors want more money

not. And you’re demotivated for sure, and

Dear Seriously Frustrated,

to go to the clients. They didn’t get into

certainly underperforming. Simply put, if

Dr. Conflict hears questions like yours

this work to get rich, after all. A more

you “truly love the organization,” as you

Seriously Frustrated
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that you admire and which are compa-

the raise you want, put yourself on the

deal with this issue.

rable in size. Dr. Conflict likes to call

market and move on.

Second, you owe it to those who work

these your BOBs—the best of the best

with and for you. That’s because your

in your field.4 Go to GuideStar and pull

N otes

unwillingness to ask for a raise yourself

their 990s to see what they’re paying. An

1. Jeanne Bell, Richard Moyers, and

is actually hurting them;your salary is

even easier route for a fundraiser like you

Timothy R. Wolfred, Daring to Lead 2006:

their top tier. If you’re allowing your

is to go to the Association of Fundrais-

A National Study of Nonprofit Executive

compensation to be capped at below-

ing Professionals (www.afpnet.org) and

Leadership (San Francisco: CompassPoint

market rates, all of your employees and

download their 2011 Compensation &

Nonprofit Services;Washington: The Meyer

colleagues will be penalized accordingly.

Benefits Report;it’s free to members and

Foundation, 2006).

If you’re worried about raising the money

only $95 for nonmembers. That’s money

2. Blue Avocado; Board Cafe; “How Much

or causing a deficit, make a contribution

well spent.

to Pay the Executive Director,” blog entry

to the agency, but don’t penalize others
because of your reticence to ask.

Second, make your case for why

by Jan Masaoka, August 13, 2010, www

you’re worth it. You know how to make

.blueavocado.org / content / how - much - pay

You ask, “What’s a good fundraiser

a case;you do it every day. Use Bernard

-executive-director.

to do?” You give the answer in your

Ross and Clare Segal’s questions: What is

3. Marianne Williamson, A Return to Love:

own letter: “I feel like walking into the

the need? What evidence is there that this

Reflections on the Principles of a Course in

vice president’s office and demanding a

is a pressing need? How are you uniquely

Miracles (New York: HarperCollins, 1996),

raise.” So what’s stopping you? Surely

qualified to tackle this need? What will

190–191.

it’s not because you don’t know how

be the benefits of your action? What are

4. Mark Light, Results Now for Nonprofits:

to ask; Dr. Conflict ran a Google search

the negative consequences if you fail?

5

Purpose, Strategy, Operations, and Gover-

for “how to ask for a raise” and got

Too complicated? Use the Glengarry

nance (Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons, 2010).

167,000,000 responses in 0.9 seconds.

Glen Ross AIDA method promoted by

5. Bernard Ross and Clare Segal, The Influ-

No, what’s holding you back is flat-out

Blake (played by Alec Baldwin in the

ential Fundraiser: Using the Psychology

simple: fear. You’re like the Cowardly

movie): Attention, Interest, Decision,

of Persuasion to Achieve Outstanding

Lion in The Wizard of Oz who needs a

Action. Watch the clip on YouTube for

Results (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2009),

courage medal.

a refresher.

57–58.

Think about the message you are

Third, practice. That’s right, practice.

sending to those who pay you by not

Go to your local flea market this Saturday

D r . C o n f l i c t is the pen name of Mark

asking. What are you saying to them

and haggle yourself silly. Google “how

Light, MBA, PhD. In addition to his work

about the value of your work? In the

to haggle” before you go and bone up

with First Light Group (www.firstlightgroup

words of Marianne Williamson (often

on the topic. Then put twenty $1 bills in

.com), Light teaches at the Raj Soin College

misattributed to Nelson Mandela), “Our

your pocket and fire away. Remember the

of Business at Wright State University and

deepest fear is not that we are inad-

Glengarry Glen Ross ABCs: “Always Be

the Mandel Center for Nonprofit Organiza-

equate. Our deepest fear is that we are

Closing.”

tions at Case Western Reserve University.

powerful beyond measure. It is our light,

Fourth, schedule an appointment and

His new book Results Now for Nonprofits:

not our darkness that most frightens

then make the pitch, do the ask, close

Purpose, Strategy, Operations, and Gover-

us. We ask ourselves, Who am I to be

the deal.

nance was published by John Wiley & Sons

brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous?

Fifth, if you don’t get what you want,

in 2010. Along with his stimulating home life,

Actually, who are you not to be?”3 Let Wil-

ask why not. You might learn why you’re

he gets regular doses of conflict at the Dayton

liamson’s words be your courage medal.

not worth it or what’s holding you back.

Mediation Center, where he is a mediator.

And, consider the possibility that your

Don’t threaten to resign—Dr. Conflict

boss is not aware of the problem;super-

knows executives who make it a policy

visors are many things, but clairvoyants

to always fire those who make threats; feedback@npqmag.org. Order reprints from

they’re not.

To comment on this article, write to us at

no one wants to negotiate with a terror-

http://store.nonprofitquarterly.org, using

So here’s what you must do: First,

ist. That said, sometimes the only way to

code 180211.

know what you’re worth; don’t guess.

know what your house is worth is to sell

Identify three or four agencies like yours

it. If despite all your efforts you can’t get
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c onfl i c t

say you do, you owe it the opportunity to

s o c i al e n t r e pr e n e ur s h i p

Social Entrepreneurship as Fetish
by Fredrik O. Andersson

We are apt to praise the entrepreneurial spirit, but entrepreneurship is not automatically tied
to success—a fact that has not stopped proponents from prescribing it as a cure-all
for our sector’s woes, and which may have blinded some to the very real challenges that
await those eager to put the concept into practice. Until the value of social entrepreneurship
has been empirically assessed and established, it would be wise to proceed with care.

H

ow to thrive in turbulent

that our current efforts are not reaching

Social entrepreneurship has united

times,

improve

tional

sustainability,

organiza-

far enough fast enough, and that tradi-

these two ideas to form a powerful

and

tional ways of addressing community

fusion from which a new approach is

generate significant social

needs and social issues lack the trans-

indeed emerging, one that is backed by

impact are crucial questions currently

formational capacity to deal with many

high-profile advocates like Bill Clinton

confronting many nonprofit leaders

of today’s complex and new social prob-

and Nobel Peace Prize–winner Muham-

and boards. There appears to be an

lems. In other words, the search is on for

mad Yunus. The nonprofit literature has

answer within reach, and its formula

a new paradigm—a “game-changer”—

also noted that the means and tactics

is as simple as it is powerful: you and

based on fresh and different ways to

of social entrepreneurship and social

your agency need to become more

create systemic change.

enterprise “[are] being accorded a

entrepreneurial.

Second, corresponding with this

status of—if not quite a panacea—then

Over the last ten years, the fascination

search for novel and innovative ways to

at least a significantly important emer-

with and interest in social entrepreneur-

deal with social issues, a new genera-

gence in the societal management of

ship seem to have grown exponentially.

tion of philanthropists and institutional

key social needs.”3

Today, this concept has positioned itself

donors has been eager to promote the

Despite the tremendous energy and

at the very heart of discussions about

idea that the key to solving all sorts of

excitement surrounding social entre-

the future and evolution of the nonprofit

pressing social predicaments is to be

preneurship, many nonprofit practitio-

sector, as a number of nonprofit execu-

found in business principles and prac-

ners find it a highly elusive and difficult

tives have “embraced social entrepre-

tices. As the story goes, the challenges

topic. I believe that one of the funda-

neurship as a model of management.”

1

and perceived inefficiencies of our

mental reasons behind this elusiveness

There are several reasons behind this fast

current approach to social problems

lies within the social entrepreneurship

development, and I want to mention two

will, as Forbes.com described it, “ulti-

phenomenon itself. More specifically, in

in particular.

mately be properly managed, or maybe

contrasting what is being said with what

First, despite the many constructive

even solved, when desperate govern-

we know about this phenomenon, I have

and positive impacts created by non-

ments and NGOs finally surrender their

started to believe that in many aspects

profit organizations both locally and

ideologies and tap the private sector

social entrepreneurship is a fetish, an

nationally, there exists a looming fear

for help.”2

object of desire—more important for
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has virtually no utility for practitioners.

for the journey ahead.4 Social entrepre-

stance and applicability to nonprofits.

For example, how will nonprofits be able

neurship neatly fits this description, as

My purpose here, then, is to discuss

to differentiate entrepreneurial actions

it promises a better tomorrow. As stated

some of these symbolic properties and

from non-entrepreneurial actions? How

by many social entrepreneurship evan-

illustrate what makes them powerful,

and in what way do the various social

gelists, by embracing the role of social

but also what makes them problematic.

entrepreneurship menu items differ

entrepreneur, we charge our organiza-

from one another, and do organizations

tions and ourselves with the capacity to

Social Entrepreneurship as
Dream Catcher

need to use all of them to be entrepre-

transform our communities and even the

neurial? Nonprofit managers and boards

world into a better place. But it is here,

What exactly does it take to be more

will find that it is far from easy to get

at the very core of the symbolic power

(socially) entrepreneurial? Given the

precise answers to these types of ques-

vested in social entrepreneurship, that

praise for the concept and the frequent

tions. But rather than opting for clarity,

we also find one of its greatest limita-

calls for a more entrepreneurial non-

advocates have skillfully used the

tions: no matter what nonprofits want,

profit sector, one might think this basic

plasticity of social entrepreneurship

they cannot engage in something they do

and crucial question has an obvious

to craft it into a vessel for carrying the

not fully understand how to do. Impetus

answer, which is why it is almost ironic

ideas, dreams, and hopes of a new and

does not equal ability, and as several

that one of the few areas of agreement

improved nonprofit sector. By predomi-

social entrepreneurship scholars have

in this field is that there is no agreement

nantly stressing intangible qualities, the

indicated, until we know more about the

about how to define or operationalize

social entrepreneurship debate recur-

determinants of social entrepreneurship,

social entrepreneurship. But rather

rently manages to sidestep the uncom-

this critical shortcoming will remain for

than undermining its legitimacy, this

fortable challenge of being specific or

nonprofits to wrestle with.5 So what if we

lack of precision has only added to

concrete. In other words, a key reason

really don’t know what “it” is that fuels

the mystique and power vested in the

why it is so hard to find a specific and

this notion that social entrepreneurship

social entrepreneurship phenomenon.

concrete answer to the initial question

makes a difference? How do we know

Absent any right or wrong way to con-

above, regarding what exactly it takes to

it works?

ceptualize social entrepreneurship, it

be more socially entrepreneurial, is that

has transcended into a shape-shifter

what often needs articulating is not how

Success Stories

that can take on almost any form—

to be socially entrepreneurial but rather

Based on the numerous stories, dramas,

or, as Humpty Dumpty formulated it:

what social entrepreneurship stands for.

and anecdotes of successful social entre-

“When I use a word, it means just what

When we look at social entrepreneur-

preneurs across the globe—which can

I choose it to mean—neither more nor

ship from such a symbolic perspective,

be found in the fast-growing segment

less.” This becomes evident when one

we can also see that one of its principal

of literature discussing and depicting

considers the vast number of activities

symbolic assets is what it promises. This

social entrepreneurship, as well as the

that all manage to fit under the social

imagery has indeed been very successful

types of information found on websites

entrepreneurship conceptual umbrella,

in captivating many nonprofits, founda-

of foundations and other groups that

ranging from seemingly vague efforts

tions, and policy makers. Today it seems

support social entrepreneurs—proof

to be more “creative,” “innovative,” and

virtually impossible to find any aspect of

of the effectiveness of social entrepre-

“bold” to more targeted strategies such

nonprofit organizational life that is not

neurship seems indisputable. But, while

as the application of business/market

alleged to benefit from being a bit more

celebrating success is important, the fre-

principles or the creation of earned

entrepreneurial. This feature is further

quent use of hero stories and individual

income–generating programs. As a con-

accentuated as nonprofits struggle to

accounts must be treated with caution.

sequence, there is a huge smorgasbord

find their way in times of turbulence

First, while it is good to know when

of options and recommendations from

and uncertainty.

social entrepreneurs succeed, we also

which nonprofits can pick and choose.

As Lee Bolman and Terrence Deal

need to know when they do not. After all,

The obvious problem with this

have pointed out, when faced with con-

whether the success rate is 5, 15, or 50

Humpty Dumpty aspect of social entre-

fusion and ambiguity we often turn to

percent makes a difference when assess-

preneurship is that a concept that means

symbols that can provide some sense of

ing just how effective being socially

everything means nothing, and therefore

direction and help anchor hope and faith

entrepreneurial really is. Second, there
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is a major difference between describ-

So why do leading philanthropists,

bound by either rationality or reality. As

ing success and explaining success. To

prime ministers and presidents, the

Chuck Palahniuk eloquently phrased it,

be valuable to people in the nonprofit

Nobel Peace Prize-committee, and

“The unreal is more powerful than the

sector, simply showcasing success only

Bono continue to praise, support,

real. Because nothing is as perfect as

makes partial sense unless these stories

and prescribe what many scholars

you can imagine it.”

also explain what caused the success in

still consider an untested approach

To be clear, I’m not suggesting that

the first place. Third, from a scholarly

to success? Again, to make sense of

the efforts and impact created by social

perspective, while individual success

this situation we must realize that

entrepreneurs are not real or relevant.

stories are valuable for descriptive and

much of the value of social entre-

But the symbolic properties and lack

exploratory purposes, they are less

preneurship is located in the intan-

of academic evidence discussed here

useful for drawing aggregate and wide-

gibles: its meaning and desirability.

do raise concerns about the merits of

ranging conclusions in terms of overall

Viewed from a scholarly perspective,

selling social entrepreneurship as a best

effectiveness or performance. In short,

marshaling facts and analyzing data

practice, when the effectiveness of this

success stories are useful but not suffi-

may indeed be the correct or rational

“thing” is still very much unknown. Ulti-

cient to verify that social entrepreneur-

way to gain support, but if you want

mately, nonprofit executives and boards

ship works.

to foster belief, purpose, and passion

must be held accountable for their read-

Ask what academics and current

you are better off using drama and sto-

iness to critically examine the different

researchers have concluded about

rytelling. It is not difficult to under-

aspects and evidence of social entrepre-

the overall impact and success of

stand that many academics are indeed

neurship rather than be passively enam-

social entrepreneurial activities, and

befuddled by such passion—as a

ored of it. Still, when considering the

the short answer is: it is too early to

recent research review noted, “There

mix of myths and success stories associ-

tell. The picture emerging from the

tends to be an underlying assumption

ated with social entrepreneurship, it is

research literature is that our knowl-

that these heroic social entrepreneurs

easy to understand its appeal. As a self-

edge about social entrepreneurship is

will somehow save the world.”8 But

labeled social entrepreneur recently

growing but still in an emergent stage,

it is precisely the stories and dramas

told me, social entrepreneurship is a

and the literature is noteworthy for its

of successful social entrepreneurs

practice in which “everybody wins.”

lack of sound quantitative empirical

that perpetuate and keep the fetish

inquiry, overemphasis on the heroic

alive, so that when we hear and think

social entrepreneur, and slow theoreti-

of social entrepreneurship, it is not

Social Entrepreneurship as
Best Practice

cal progress.6

what is being produced that matters

In this final section, I want to concentrate

the most but rather what is being

on one myth in particular: that social

expressed.9

entrepreneurship represents something

Thus, we have two very different
assessments regarding the effectiveness of social entrepreneurship. As

To put it somewhat differently, as

inherently good—a best practice that you

discussed in the previous section, one

the popularity of social entrepreneur-

and your agency ought to engage in. Let’s

might think that such lack of agree-

ship has grown, many of the more

begin with the “goodness” aspect. Espe-

ment could challenge the legitimacy

spectacular and recurring stories have

cially in the practitioner-oriented litera-

of social entrepreneurship, or at least

turned into myths, and myths can legiti-

ture, social entrepreneurship is explicitly

result in some caution before prescrib-

mize just as well as any statistic. Scott

presented as something positive: it’s

ing it as a universal solution to social

Shane explored the myths of business

good for individual organizations, good

problems; but this is obviously not the

entrepreneurship and concluded that

for the internal and external stakehold-

case. Instead, as mentioned earlier,

they appeal to our sense of voyeurism

ers, good for the nonprofit sector, good

while various academics are attempt-

because they provide “a window on a

for society. Everybody wins. Several

ing to move this mosaic field forward

life that seems exciting and exotic.”

10

entrepreneurship scholars, on the other

in a more balanced direction, there are

In addition, myths are light-footed and

hand, are dubious about this assumption.

equally as many impatient advocates

travel easily in the sea of information,

While certain forms of entrepreneurial

who continue to push social entrepre-

whereas scientific evidence often gets

activity are undoubtedly very positive

neurship as a panacea for dealing with

lost in academic journals or trapped in

and productive, there are other activi-

social problems.7

tables and figures. Finally, myths are not

ties that tend to be unproductive—and
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of evidence that this works, if business

this plurality of forms “reminds those

enterprises and their practices were any

engaged in the research, practice and

better than nonprofit or public agencies

policy planning of entrepreneurship that

at solving social problems, why haven’t

entrepreneurial activities are not funda-

they already done so? After all, they are

mentally ‘good’ and should be examined

the ones that use business best prac-

in their entirety.”

tices all the time. Perhaps the dearth

11

Again, we have an area where schol-

of for-profits trying to address social

ars seem to approach social entrepre-

problems exists simply because many

neurship somewhat differently from

business methods and practices do not

its advocates. Still, it is not difficult to

work in the nonprofit sector, rendering

understand why supporters of social

businesses mostly ineffective in dealing

entrepreneurship are eager to highlight

with social-sector issues. There is some-

the positives. In particular, by constantly

thing paradoxical about recommending

reinforcing the image of social entrepre-

business and market-based logic and

neurship as “good,” a rationale and basis

practices as suitable and effective solu-

for prescribing it as an advantageous

tions for nonprofits, given that market

practice is created. Moreover, as Shane

failure is seen as one of the principal

has observed, we tend to want to believe

reasons for the very existence of the

that social entrepreneurship is credit-

nonprofit sector in the first place.

able, and this emphasis on its desirable

Second, consider the term “best

elements breeds conformity and effec-

practice.” It represents something with

tively prevents discussions about poten-

a proven track record, an established

tial adverse and destructive components

path to success that can be replicated

from ever reaching the surface.

and copied by others. As mentioned

In addition to being touted as “good,”

earlier, business enterprises are not

social entrepreneurship is persistently

necessarily any better than public or

advocated as being something one can

nonprofit agencies at solving social

choose to do—a sort of best practice

problems, which raises questions about

that can be taught and implemented.

the merits of prescribing them as best

For example, in the opening chapter

practices in the first place. But there is

of Peter Brinckerhoff’s popular book

an even more fundamental question: if

Social Entrepreneurship: The Art of

social entrepreneurship is, ultimately,

Mission-Based Venture Development,

about finding a new paradigm and break-

we are told that the benefit of the

ing away from existing frameworks and

author’s approach is that “you will

approaches, how can it also be defined

learn how to be a social entrepreneur

by a set of best business practices that,

and how to develop or improve your

by definition, draw on those same estab-

business development skills, which in

lished models? Furthermore, if business

turn will make you a better manager in

practices tend not to be all that effective

pursuit of your mission.” But there is

at solving social-sector problems when

something very disconcerting about this

used by business organizations, it seems

whole viewpoint.

almost preposterous to assume that such

12

First, this is an example of the notion
that adopting business practices is a

ARE YOU STILL
PAYING STATE
UNEMPLOYMENT
TAXES?

More than 2,000
501(c)(3)s have used
an unemployment tax
exemption to save
thousands...
Find out how.

practices would work any better if taken
up by nonprofits.

way to make nonprofits more entre-

I view the “goodness” and business

preneurial so that they can better solve

best practice myths as two of the most

social-sector problems. Besides the lack

problematic from a nonprofit practitioner
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perspective because of the illusion of

what we hope social entrepreneurship

Tracey, “Social Entrepreneurship: A Cri-

certainty they portray, when the fact

will accomplish in the nonprofit sector.

tique and Future Directions,” Organiza-

is, one of the fundamental aspects of

From this perspective, social entrepre-

tion Science (published electronically

entrepreneurial action is the absence

neurship fetishism is not dangerous—

before print, March 23, 2011), doi:10.1287/

of certainty. The price to pay for being

not until it starts forcing itself onto

orsc.1100.0620; Jeremy C. Short, Todd W.

socially entrepreneurial is that there is

unwilling objects, and I do not think we

Moss, and G. T. Lumpkin, “Research in Social

no way of predicting when such entre-

are there yet.

Entrepreneurship: Past Contributions and

preneurial actions will be successful,

Nonprofit organizations certainly

and when they will fail. Those agencies

must continue to play a significant role

neurship Journal 3, no. 2 (2009): 161–194.

that are willing to commit to such uncer-

in American civil society, and in order

6. Jeremy C. Short et al, “Research in Social

tainty may indeed create substantial

to face the challenges ahead it is clear

Entrepreneurship”: 161–194.

impact, but they may also crash and burn.

that nonprofits need good management,

7. An example of a more balanced view

When, in the mid-1980s, Manfred Kets de

engaged boards, and sound financial

of social entrepreneurship is offered by

Vries set out to describe the dark side

practices. Some will also need more

the June 2008 report Developing the Field

of entrepreneurship, he warned that the

resources, staff, and volunteers. But the

of Social Entrepreneurship, Center for

possibility of accomplishing great change

question to ask is whether there is in fact

Advancement of Social Entrepreneurship

and creating value often comes with dif-

a need for all nonprofits to be socially

(CASE), available from Duke University’s

ficult decisions to be made, making the

entrepreneurial. Given the lack of rigor-

Fuqua School of Business, www.caseatduke

entrepreneurial dynamic a disruptive and

ous research and evidence of what it is,

.org/.

turbulent one for many organizations.13

what works, and what doesn’t, it appears

8. M. Tina Dacin et al, “Social Entrepreneur-

In other words, entrepreneurial activi-

premature to urge nonprofits to become

ship”: 3.

ties are not business as usual; they can

more entrepreneurial and send them

9. Bolman and Deal: 216.

seriously challenge the way nonprofits

off not only into uncertain territory but,

10. Scott A. Shane, The Illusions of Entrepre-

operate internally, and add additional

more important, to a place where the

neurship: The Costly Myths That Entrepre-

burdens and tasks to volunteers, staff,

consequences of such actions can have

neurs, Investors, and Policy Makers Live By

and board.

serious implications for their existing

(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2008): 1.

operations, the people they support, and

11. Sameeksha Desai and Zoltan J. Acs,

the communities they serve.

“A Theory of Destructive Entrepreneur-
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•
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public, and private spheres. Let me be
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clear: social entrepreneurship is a tre-

2. Richard C. Morais, “Richard C. Morais

13. Manfred F. R. Kets de Vries, “The Dark

mendously exciting subject, with much

on Philanthropy,” Forbes.com (Decem-
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potential to augment and advance non-
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E-mail Voting:
A Simple Trap for Nonprofit Boards
by Leah Cohen Chatinover, JD
E-mail voting is quick and convenient, but there are legal issues to take into
consideration. In order that the integrity of decisions made via e-mail vote remain intact,
executives should follow the statutory procedures governing the practice, and
make sure to stay engaged, informed, and compliant with their fiduciary duties.

E

- mail , F acebook , T witter . . .

phone or video conference) or by unani-

must state, “All corporate proceedings

these and other diverse modes

mous written consent. Since an e-mail

required by law or the provisions of PB’s

of electronic communication

vote technically does not fit either cat-

Certificate of Incorporation or bylaws to

have exploded over recent years.

egory, it is quite possible that a court

be taken by PB in connection with the

We are now able to communicate faster,

would consider an e-mail vote nothing

transaction have been duly and validly

cheaper, and with more people simulta-

more than an “informal action,” which

taken.”

neously than ever before.

is not legally valid. Even more likely, an

“Let me see the minutes of the meeting

The busy schedules of nonprofit board

attorney representing a nonprofit orga-

approving the loan,” says PB’s attorney.

members make face-to-face meetings

nization in a loan transaction might not

“We couldn’t call a meeting, so

seem like a luxury. Consequently, a new

be able to issue the “opinion of counsel”

we voted by e-mail,” responds PB’s

trend has surfaced that may run afoul of

typically required by a lender, and this

president.

the law—the vote by e-mail option.

could delay or derail the entire deal.

Responding to the difficulty of

“Okay,” says the attorney. “You

Let’s take an example.

need a unanimous written consent,

wrangling a geographically diverse and

Playball (PB) runs a youth baseball

or to ratify the vote at a meeting or by

time-crunched board, many nonprofit

program. A local business owner offers

organizations are now allowing direc-

to donate land for playing fields, and

Unanimous consent is unattainable

tors to “vote” by e-mail. This seems like

arranges for a loan to cover construc-

because two directors object. Mean-

the perfect solution. An issue or opportu-

tion costs. As interest rates are rising,

while, one of the five original consent-

nity arises that calls for a quick response.

PB needs to lock in the rate quickly. PB’s

ing directors has changed his vote to

Directors are reluctant to attend an extra

president tries to schedule a special

“No.” Of the remaining four consenting

meeting. Why not circulate an e-mail,

meeting of the board to approve the loan,

directors, two are traveling in Asia and

ascertain that there is general agreement,

but can’t find a time when a quorum of

cannot meet even by teleconference.

and take action?

four of the seven directors can meet.

With five of seven directors available—

teleconference.”

E-mail voting is seductively simple

So, she sends an e-mail seeking

but only two who will vote in favor of

and fast, but that ease and speed is a trap:

approval for the loan. Five directors

the loan—PB’s attorney can’t deliver the

a board that relies on e-mail voting fails

respond “Sure,” while two object. With

opinion, the bank won’t make the loan,

to comply with legal requirements for a

a majority vote in hand, PB’s president

there is no deal, and PB forfeits its com-

proper vote and exposes its decisions

signs the commitment letter and pays a

mitment fee.

to attack. Nonprofit corporate statutes

commitment fee.

typically provide for board action to be

The closing approaches. PB’s attor-

taken either at a meeting (including by

ney prepares the required opinion, which
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Prohibition on Proxy Voting

directors’ meetings, and he cannot act

E-mailed Resolution

In most states, directors may not vote by

by proxy.

An organization might also send an

proxy. The theory behind this prohibition

e-mail containing the full text of the

is that the discussion and interchange

Alternatives

resolution, and ask each director to

of ideas that occur at board meetings

In our PB example, the attorney tried to

specifically respond and sign electroni-

are essential to the informed exercise

implement the typical statutory excep-

cally. However, this procedure increases

of the directors’ fiduciary duty to the

tions to the requirement that directors

the risk that a technicality will be over-

corporation.

meet in person. These exceptions can

looked, and it is no simpler than attaching a formal consent to an e-mail.

An e-mail vote—that is, a proposal

be easily adapted as modern technology

circulated and responded to by e-mail—

progresses, and should be incorporated

The distinction between a formal

is essentially a proxy vote delivered

into an organization’s bylaws. State

consent circulated as an attachment

electronically.

statutes do differ. It is crucial to verify

to an e-mail and an e-mailed poll of the

The prohibition on proxy voting by

the specific statutory requirements in

board may seem inconsequential. But

directors originated in case law devel-

the state in which an organization is

there are three important differences.

oped over many decades (what is known

incorporated.

Most important, all directors must vote

as “common law”) and was eventually

unanimously. The directors must also

codified in statutes. The law regarding

Teleconference

receive a complete description of the

proper board action is substantially the

Typical state statutes allow meetings

proposed resolution, and they must

same under the common law and under

to be conducted by “any means of com-

“sign” the consent.

most statutes governing business cor-

munication by which all directors par-

E-mail is a useful tool for taking the

porations and nonprofit corporations.

ticipating may simultaneously hear each

pulse of a board. An organization may

In fact, most of the law developed in the

other during the meeting.” This provi-

informally poll its directors and then

business (or stock) corporation arena,

sion allows teleconferences, and should

ratify the decision with a formal in-

but is applicable to nonprofit (or non-

permit web conferencing that combines

person or teleconference meeting, or by

stock) organizations as well. But non-

voice or video communication with doc-

unanimous written consent.

profit organizations, whose directors are

ument sharing.

usually uncompensated volunteers, may

The risk that an informal e-mail vote
will prove problematic is small if the

be particularly prone to allowing their

Unanimous Consent

decision is unanimous, if no one litigates

directors to vote by e-mail.

Closer to the concept of e-mail voting,

to pursue an objection, or if no opinion of

The following principal case in Con-

most statutes also permit a board to act

counsel is required. Nonetheless, direc-

necticut on the issue of proxy voting by

by unanimous written consent, if each

tors should protect the integrity of their

directors is a fairly typical one. In the

director signs “a consent describing the

decisions by adhering to the statutory

1956 business corporation case Green-

action taken or to be taken.” This pro-

procedures and ensuring that through

berg v. Harrison, the court invalidated

tects a director’s right to question the

active and meaningful participation they

the repayment of a loan by a corporation

action or insist that the board discuss

stay informed and comply with their fidu-

to its lender. The loan was to continue

the matter, as a director may compel a

ciary duty of care.

for one year unless earlier repayment

meeting simply by withholding consent.

was approved by unanimous consent of

Combining the formality of unani-

L eah C ohen C hatinover , JD, is of counsel

the directors. Finding that there was no

mous written consent with the simplicity

at Stanger & Arnold, LLP in West Hartford,

unanimous consent because one director

of e-mail, an organization’s staff member

Connecticut. She is a business lawyer for

gave a proxy to another director but did

or officer may circulate the proposed

nonprofit organizations of all types, and can

not attend the board meeting, the court

resolution as a formal consent attached

be reached at www.stangerlaw.com/Practice

explained:

to an e-mail. The organization must then

Areas/Non-Profit-Representation.asp.

The affairs of a corporation are in the

collect all of the directors’ signatures. In

hands of its board of directors, whose

many states, the consent may be signed

To comment on this article, write to us at

duty it is to give deliberative control to

electronically—\\John H. Smith\\—for

feedback@npqmag.org. Order reprints from

the corporate business. This requires

example, and delivered electronically as

http://store.nonprofitquarterly.org, using

the physical presence of a director at

a PDF attached to an e-mail.

code 180213.
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Destroy Your Executive Committee
by Simone P. Joyaux, ACFRE
Before rushing to establish an executive committee, ask yourself both why you are doing so and what will be its value to your
organization. As the author enjoins, if your board is disengaged or otherwise malfunctioning, fix the board. Bringing an executive
committee into the mix only disempowers the board and further disengages it from the organization it is supposed to govern.
Editors’ note: This article was originally published as a two-part blog on NPQ’s website, on May 26 and June 10, 2011.

I

’ m on a worldwide mission to destroy

status quo. Talk about self-awareness.

with me is, ‘Some organizations establish

all executive committees. And more

Has your organization asked itself “why?”

an executive committee to compensate

and more people are joining me.

Why do you want an executive commit-

for a weak board. Fix the board.’”

Here’s what one executive direc-

tor told me after she had shared one of

tee? How will an executive committee
add value?

She added: “A person who is willing
to sit on a board that uses an execu-

my executive committee rants with her

Or are you just following what others

tive committee the way you describe it

board: “I fear it won’t be long before ser-

have done, and those others didn’t ask

might be wise to think about being part

vices will be scheduled for our soon-to-

themselves why? Are you compensat-

of that board. The fiduciary and oversight

be-passing executive committee. Though

ing for a weakness instead of fixing the

responsibility that belongs to a board

it’ll be remembered with fondness, I can

actual weakness? Do you just like the

member isn’t diminished by the number

almost smell a board of directors that

idea of a small, select group that kinda

of meetings s/he attends. The full respon-

gives a crap again.”

takes care of things and . . . and what?

sibility falls on all the board members.”

Imagine. Revitalizing your board.
Maybe your executive committee prohibits that.

So: back to my worldwide mission to
destroy all executive committees.

Then she summarized: “My most
recent board has had difficulty in getting

Here’s my perspective, which is

members to attend meetings because

So here’s the story: I have several

gaining lots of traction whenever I share

they’re so disengaged. So the board

worldwide missions. These missions

these thoughts. (And I talk about execu-

decided to have meetings less often, with

define my life’s work. At every opportu-

tive committees and their dangers every

executive meetings on the off months.

nity, I speak out and challenge people to

chance I get—and that’s often!)

Now, more of the members don’t have

talk about these issues. Things like philanthropy and equity . . .
And destroying all executive
committees.
“Amen, sister!” said another execu-

First, let’s start with board commit-

any idea what’s going on, and I can’t see

tees in general. Most boards establish

how that’s going to make them feel more

a number of committees, for example,

useful. Scary.”

finance, governance, fund development
(hopefully).

Scary, indeed. Destroy your executive committee. Or, at least talk about its

tive director. And yet another executive

But the premier committee, the

purpose, its value, and its dangers.

director was jumping up and down with

trump-all committee, is the executive

Who talks? The board. The full board.

joy and figuring out how he would raise

one. It’s different from any other commit-

Not the executive committee. Not the

the issue with his board chair.

tee. The others have specific and limited

board chair only. The full board. The

Eventually, a board member called me.

scopes of work. The executive commit-

board decides what committees it wants

His organization was thinking about estab-

tee does not. Instead, it . . . well, it exists

or doesn’t want.

lishing an executive committee. As we

to . . . kinda . . . well, you know. . . .

But wait. Yes, I know. There are all

talked, he had a brilliant insight: “Our idea

Here’s what yet another executive

these reasons people cite for having an

of establishing an executive committee is

director said to me after reading my

executive committee. But I have answers.

a response to deficiencies in the board.”

original blog about executive commit-

Answers for every single reason anyone

tees: “The sentence that really resonated

has ever raised to me.

Wow. Talk about questioning the
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Five False Rationales

Remember, the CEO can chat with any

takes it to the board. It would be great if

1. The executive committee meets in

board member he or she wishes to. The

the issue deserved lots of discussion. And

case of an emergency, in lieu of the

CEO doesn’t need to get permission from

sometimes, issues do indeed.

board. Because it’s hard to get the full

the board chair. The CEO doesn’t need to

board together.

pass everything by the board chair.

Excuse me? It’s an emergency, some-

But beware. Repeat discussion may
not add value. And by the time the issue
gets to the board, some people have

thing vital to the organization. And you dis-

3. The executive committee includes the

already talked themselves out. They’re

regard the full board and bring together the

officers and committee chairs, and

kinda bored. They’re a little impatient.

executive committee. Ask the rest of your

sets board meeting agendas.

They act like that. So the full board—

board members how they feel about giving

It seems to me that’s a waste of time.

some of whom were not on the previous

this emergency power to a subset of the

(Wow, lots of time. Imagine you are the

committees—feel like the discussion is

board. And in this day and age, with con-

treasurer. You chair the finance commit-

getting short shrift. There’s nothing quite

ference call capability and e-mail? Please.

tee and go to those meetings. You serve

like trying to have a discussion when

A true emergency belongs to the board.

on the executive committee and go to

others say, “Oh yes, we already talked

those meetings. And you go to board

about that and . . .” Exclusionary!

2. The CEO needs a small group to talk

meetings. Ugh.)

Executive committees are just too dan-

I recommend that the CEO and board

gerous. To me, their danger far outweighs

a kind of think tank or kitchen table

chair develop board-meeting agendas

any particular benefit. There’s nothing an

cabinet.

together. The CEO should know what’s

executive committee does or might do

Stop right now! Nothing is confiden-

happening in every single committee.

that cannot be done by another existing

tial to a subset of the board. If any com-

Either the CEO is the staff person for a

committee or an ad hoc task force.

mittee of the board knows something,

particular committee, or another staff

(And, by the way, an executive com-

it’s the right and responsibility of the full

person staffs the committee (e.g., the

mittee by any other name . . . . If it walks

board to know it also. Governance is the

chief development officer staffs the Fund

like a duck and quacks like a duck, it’s a

legal and moral authority of the board.

Development Committee) and keeps the

duck! I worked for an organization that

The board cannot delegate that to any

CEO informed.

used its Finance Committee as an execu-

with about very confidential items;

single individual or entity.
If a CEO wants a smaller group to

tive committee. I know an organization
4. The Executive Committee does the

right now that is using its Governance

chat with first—and it doesn’t fall within

performance appraisal of the CEO.

the purview of an existing committee,

You don’t need an executive commit-

Committee as an executive committee.)
Most of what an executive committee

for example, governance, fund devel-

tee to do that. You need an ad hoc task

does should be done by the board itself.

opment, finance—he or she can bring

force that includes the right people. For

Quit disempowering the board! Quit cre-

together people who have the expertise

example, someone with experience in

ating a shadow board. Join my worldwide

in that particular issue. But if the issue

personnel/human resources. Perhaps

mission to destroy all executive commit-

falls within a committee’s purview, the

a couple of board members who chair

tees. Starting with your own.

CEO takes the issue to the appropriate

committees that have worked closely

committee. And then, of course, if it is

with the CEO recently. Maybe the current

S imone P. J oyaux , ACFRE, is an internation-

a corporate governance issue, the CEO

board chair. Maybe the immediate-past

ally recognized expert in fund development,

eventually takes it to the board.

board chair or the incoming board chair.

board and organizational development, stra-

Or, let’s say you have a personnel issue.

Put together a task force that lasts for

tegic planning, and management. She is the

It’s actually a management issue, and you

the few months of the appraisal process.

founder and director of Joyaux Associates,

won’t take it to the board because it isn’t

Then, terminate the task force.

and a frequent contributor to NPQ. Visit her

corporate governance. But you want to
chat with a couple of board members. Since

website at www.simonejoyaux.com.

5. Processing information over and

this isn’t governance work, it isn’t board

over (till you lose the edge).

To comment on this article, write to

committee work. Call (or bring together) a

So, a committee discusses an issue

us at feedback@
n pqmag.org. Order

few board members (and outside experts,

and then refers it to the executive com-

reprints from http://store.nonprofit

too, if you wish) to chat with you.

mittee. Then the executive committee

quarterly.org, using code 180214.
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The Management Assistance Group
strengthens visionary organizations that
work to create a just world.
We provide comprehensive organizational development
consulting services to local, state, national, and international
social justice organizations — from strategic planning, board
development, management strengthening, to leadership coaching.

Online Resources
Table for Two explores the
conditions under which a
founder stays on under new
executive leadership after
stepping down as CEO for
the overall success of the
nonprofit.

We harness all our learning and experiences
to produce practical, easy-to-use resources for
nonprofits.
FREE DOWNLOADS available for most at:
www.ManagementAssistance.org
Seven Turning Points helps
nonprofits recognize and
understand critical junctures when
they must reassess the way they
operate and make fundamental
changes in order to move to a new
level of effectiveness.

Boards
Board Building
Tools

*

For the Busy
Social Justice Executive

*

taking the “Bored” out of “Board”

Boards Matter: Board
Building Tools provides clear,
easy-to-use tools and articles
designed to help busy social
justice leaders develop an
engaged board.

Strategic Planning

That
Makes A

Difference
And That’s
Worth the Time

*

*

A fresh approach for social justice groups

Advancing Your

Cause

Through the

People You
Manage

*

A Guidebook
for Busy Leaders

*

Strategic Planning That
Makes a Difference shows
how to make strategic
planning more accessible,
viable, productive—and far
more valuable.

making managing people manageable

www.ManagementAssistance.org

•

Advancing Your Cause
Through the People You
Manage provides nonprofit
managers who never thought
they’d be supervisors the tools
they need to manage
for impact.

202-659-1963

•

MAG@magmail.org

Research to Practice:

Advancing the Practice of Innovative Capacity Building

September 16–18, 2011
Oakland, CA
Learn more & register at
www.allianceonline.org
Who Should Attend? Capacity builders,
funders of capacity building, and nonprofit sector researchers are invited to
participate in a rigorous dialogue identifying changes to capacity building
practice suggested by the most current research on the sector.
The Alliance is the national voice and
catalyst for the field of capacity building. We improve the effectiveness of
individuals, groups, and organizations
helping nonprofits and communities
achieve positive social change.

